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ABSTRACT

The importance of public speaking and its effectiveness can not 
be negelected as a contributing factor to modem day problem-solving.
It is important, therefore, to evaluate the determinants of a public 
speaker's effectiveness. Because of the active public role assumed by 
Senator Barry M. Goldwater, his speaking technique during the 1958 

Senatorial campaign in Arizona was selected for study to determine his 

effectiveness*
The analysis considered the speaker's background and training, 

his political philosophy, -his ethos, and his style of delivery. Three 
selected addresses from the campaign were studied with attention given 

to the external speech factors of the audiences and the occasions, and 
the internal speech factors of subject, evidence, composition and style*

From the examination of these addresses it was concluded that 
Senator Goldwater was an effective speaker since he achieved his purpose, 
and exhibited technique which enabled him to adapt his speaking to the 
subject, the audience and the occasion, it was further posited that the 
Senator could improve his effectiveness by incorporating more logical 

appeals in his speeches as well as developing his use of gestures and 

bodily control and by employing authoritative documentation of his 

statements* The study concluded that Goldwater has the personal appeal, 
physical bearing, vocal control and intellectual interest to become an 

effective formulator of policy and action; and further, that he achieves 

his effectiveness as a speaker by sincerely communicatihg his desires

and beliefs
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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

In all areas of human action, speech plays an important part in 

the determination of policy and lines of procedure. The importance of 
public speaking and its effectiveness can not be neglected as a contri
buting factor to modern day problem-solving.. Much research has been 
done in the areas of analysis of public speaking and speaking effective

ness.. The works of William Norwood Brigance and Marie Kathryn Hochmuth 

under the auspices of the National Association of Teachers of Speech and 

later the Speech Association of America are extensive volumes on the 
history and criticism of American public address.Because of the im
portant influence of public speaking in the determination of policy and 

action, it is worthwhile to investigate speakers with the view of an
alyzing their speaking effectiveness.

• PURPOSE

As a prominent national figure and spokesman for certain beliefs. 

Senator Barry Morris Goldwater represents a public speaker who is pre

sently influencing policy and action. Therefore, the purpose of this 
study is to evaluate Senator Goldwater as a public speaker to determine 

his effectiveness. This study is limited to a consideration of three

;

William Norwood Brigance, A History and Criticism of American 
Public Address (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1943), Vols, I,II.

Marie Kathryn Hochmuth, A History and Criticism of American 
Public Address (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1955) > Vol* *. III.

• ' i :



aelected speeches from senator Goldwater•s 1968 oampa.ign for re-election 

in the state ot Arisona, and seeks to study the speaker's ability to 

change or 1:t.l.fluence individ.Wll attitudes or opinions or courses 0£ action. 

I'n t.ddition there will be a detailed examination of the 1.eleotecl speeches 

in regard t o both ~x:terns.1 and internal facto rs . in apeeoh ori tiois.in. 

For exuini.ng the external and internal speech fa.c:,tQ.rs :four 

principal types of speech oriticiain are available; the impressionistic, 

analytic , synthetic; and judioia.l. 2 fhh study will attempt to uae the 

judicial method of cri tioism based on a standard of judgment derived 

p:d.m,uily from the works of Lawrence Henry Moua:t and Lionel Crocker 

in the area of spee-ch cr:l,. tioi sm. 3 Justification for thi ~ stands.rd may 

be offered by ref'erring to the following statement: 

When you or1 tici ze a speech properly, you d.o not need to m..u:e 
a slavish analysis of every s.ingle ingredient. That is not the 
purpoi,rn or speech ori ticism •••• i\'h~n you ori-tici.ze a partieular 

, speech you :ueed to di.soriminate betwsen that which ia pertinent 
and tba t which 1 s not. 4 

ln f'urther explanation of' the field of speech criticism, the same author 

continues: 

Regimentation. is pedantic and it is unneoessa.ry •••• EJEterna.l 
oritioism luA.s to do with an evaluation ot the factors of the total 
speech situat ion which are not inherent in the speech situation 

2 
Lester thonssen,A. Craig Baird, Speech Oritieisin (Jew York: 

The Ronald Press co., 1948 ), p. 23. Eereal'tet oited, Thonsaen1 Baird. 

3t..awrenee H. }louat, A Guide to Eff ective Publie Spee.king (Boston, 
D.c. Reath and Oo., 1953), llereafteroitei!,' ifouat. 

Lionel Crocker, Public Speaking for College students (Ne-w York: 
American Book co., 1950), Bereal'fer cite-;r;-Crooker. 

4»ouat, p. 178. 
ii 



which are not inherent in the speech situation itself. Internal 
criticism has to do with an evaluation of the actual speech, not 
as'delivered but as accurately transcribed in print....It is often 
possible in the latter case, (when confining yourself to the read
ing of the text of the speech itself), however, to secure infor
mation about the external factors from other sources.5

METHOD
The method of investigation commencing with Chapter I considers 

the external speech factors. In the study of the speaker are included 
references to his family, his education, his political experience and 
his political philosophy, as well as his ethos and the style in which 
his speeches are delivered. A discussion of the characteristics of the 

audiences hearing the speeches including their sex, their occupation, 
their political attitudes, and their attitudes toward the speaker is 

developed in Chapter II. This chapter also analyses the occasions for 

the speeches, describing the campaign atmosphere and the specific oc
casions for the selected speeches. Finally, Chapter III focuses at

tention on the internal factors of the selected speeches» Primary 

consideration will be given to the speech subject including the type, 

the purpose, and the suitability; the material or evidence including 

the type and how it is used; the speech composition including analysis 

of the introduction, the body, the conclusion, the audience adaptation, 

and the form; and lastly a consideration of the speech style in relat

ion to language usage, and thought development. Chapter IV forms the 
conclusion of the study.-

%ouat, p. 178-179..
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In preparing this study, the writer had available for use all 

of the texts of eighteen formal speeches that Senator Goldwater delivered 
during the 1958 campaign#• This group constitutes the only recorded 
collection of speeches from the campaign; many other extemporaneous 
speeches were given by the Senator, but, these were not recorded. The 
three speeches selected for analysis were not only typical of the entire 
group of speeches, but in addition,were chosen because each speech repre
sented a diff erect problem or aspect of the campaign. The speech given 

at Prescott was selected beacuse it exemplified the Senator’s approach to 
the campaign situation. The other two speeches were chosen as repre

sentative of a particular phase or aspect of the campaign; one related 
to the copper problem, the other to the labor problem. The three speeches 

demonstrate Senator Goldwater*s' public speaking in relation to the cam
paign as a whole as well as to specific issues. Because the selected 

speeches were similar in length, language and structure to others given 

by the Senator during the campaign period from August 1958 to November 

1958, they were chosen as a representative and typical sample of his 
speaking, offering a comprehensive view of the total campaign.

- TBttB -

Since the object of this study is to assess the effectiveness of 

Senator Goldwater*s public speaking, it is necessary to clarify three 
terms. The first term examined is sneaking effectiveness which means 

that the speaker achieves his purpose in giving the speech by the chang

ing or influencing of individual attitudes or opinions or courses of 

action,

Arthur Edward Phillips in his text, Effective Sneaking, states:
iv



Effective speaking is an art, founded upon the science of psy
chology, an art the mastery of ihieh demands the same earnest 
thought, the same persistent practice, the same careful technique 
as the mastery of painting or music.®

Although other authorities in the field suggest that, "effective 
speaking is speaking that gets the desired response," response alone is 
not the entire definition to he given to speaking effectiveness. The 
speaker should demonstrate his moral and intellectual character and 

should venture to communciate ideas. The success of the speech should 
he judged not only in relation to the speaker, hut also, in relation to 

the larger social sphere in which the speaker functions.

As Thonssen and Baird point out*

Manifestly, response is the key determinant of effectiveness*
This presupposes the speaker*s intelligent recognition of the 
necessity of adapting his materials to the listeners; of his keep
ing the audience, rather than formal rules, constantly in mind...*
It does require that the speaker adapts himself to conditions as he 
finds them, and that he ccmmunciates his ideas with a view to their 
taking root in the lives of the hearers, and, either immediately or 
subsequently, influencing their belief or action....social changes 
involve people in association, • rather than individual actions, per 
se. In any dynamic social situation, therefore, a particular speech 
is seldom, if ever, the sole force operating to produce a certain 
effect, instead, it is one of many agencies acting as determinants 
of change.^

A further and more recent explanation of effective speaking contains the 

following;
Every oral utterance results from one of two causes, or a com

bination of them; the urge to express a feeling, and the urge *o 
communelate an idea. These differing causes of speech lead to 
much confusion*..,speech should be self-expression in the sense 
that we feel, with our whole mind and body, what we are saying.... 
public speaking should have the qualities of the best conversation.

Sfilliam Phillips sandford, Willard Hayes Yeager, principles of 
Effective Speaking (New York; Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1934), p. 6. 
Hereafter cited; Sandford, Yeager.

Thonssen and Baird, p. 255.7
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with some adaptations of voice, physical bearing and subject 
matter to fit each occasion....but sincerity and eagerness to 
communicate, however important, cannot take the place of skill.... 
Knowledge, purpose, and skill are all necessary for effective speech 
....Eloquence is power. Public speakers, to the extent that they 
are effective, are social leaders; they are in a position of special 
influence* And influence carries with it an obligation....a strong 
moral sense and self-discipline*®

Norvelle and Smith point out, "In order to stimulate effectively, the 
speech must also have coherence and interest,Suggested by still an
other author is the idea that,"...a speech was effective if the speaker 
held your interest and attention, and if, after the speech was over, you 
had a reasonably clear idea of what was said."10 With respect to this 

problem Crocker writesi "Public speaking is concerned with the adapta
tion of the thoughts of the speaker to the audience and to the occasion 
....public speaking is a powerful tool in shaping public opinion*"H

A somewhat different interpretation of effective speaking states:
The spirit of communication is the most important aspect of 

public speaking. It is the desire to convey ideas, share opinions, 
induce understanding....It is highly social in that it always 
involves others, but it is individualistic in its need for under
standing. In public speaking the spirit of communication unites- 
the speaker and the audience in their desire to exchange ideas* 2

Gpaul L.. Soper, Basic Public Speaking. 2nd ed*. (New York;
Oxford University Press,, 1956), pp.5-12*.

^Lee Norvelle, Raymond G* Smith. Breaking Effectively. (New York; 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1948), p.28.

l°George E.. Peabody, How to Speak Effectively (New York: John 
Wiley and Son, Inc*,, 1942), p.2.

U Crocker, pp.. 19-20..

v 12George M* Glasgow, Dynamic Public Speaking (New York: D.C. 
Heath and Company, 1934)r p. 6,
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The second term requiring definition is ethos, which will be 

used in the classical sense to mean the speaker’s disposition— his self—  

not only what he says, but also what he is, as well as what he appears 
to be*. Aristotle, in his work. The Rhetoric, discusses ethos as, “...the 
means of persuasion by which the character of the speaker makes us be
lieve or disbelieve the speech.*13 The more modern phrase, public 

image, perhaps approaches the meaning of ethos*
Finally, emotional and ethical appeal are defined as they refer 

to the speaker’s ability to influence the listener through his arousing 

the emotions of the audience and his influence on the audience from the 
nature of his own personality or ethos. Sandford and Yeager point out:

Ethical appeal,...is the method by which the speaker influences 
the thought and conduct of the audience through his own personality 
....Emotional appeal depends on how well the speaker arouses the 
emotions...of the audience in the development of his ideas....
Speakers use emotional appeal in the selection of subjects, in 
arranging their ideas, in their use of words and in the way in 
which their speeches are delivered*.^

On the basis of this delineation of the terms, this thesis in
vestigates the speeches selected for study* There are several dis—

: : ■ ' ■ '

advantages inherent within the analysis of a speaker by reliance chiefly 

upon the reading the texts of his speeches* These disadvantages, as well as 

certain advantages also inherent in this type of analysis, set the limits 
of the study*.

Among these are the limitations caused by the lack of real know-

13iane Cooper, The Rhetoric of Aristotle (New York: Appleton, 
Century-Crofts, Co., Inc., 1932), p. 9.

•^Sandford and Yeager, pp» 8-9.
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ledge of the speaker’s delivery techniques, outside of that reported 
and recorded by on-the-spot observers; of real knowledge of the audiences* 

immediate reaction; of real knowledge as to the speaker's interpretation 
of his own words such as intonation and pitch; of real knowledge of the 
speaker's possible ad lib adaptations; of real knowledge of the exact 

time consumed in giving the speech; and the all important limitation of 
the lack of unquestionable proof of the textual authenticity.

This particular study is further limited by incomplete coverage 
or reporting done by observers. In the case of reports made about some 
of the speeches, apparent contradictions or inconsistencies are readily 

noted. A discussion of this problem and how it affects analysis is 

found later in the study.
Nevertheless, the critic of the speech text does have the 

advantage of being able to give equal consideration to various appeals 
used by the speaker and to weigh evidence used in support of arguments. 

There is also the advantage of being able to study the speech construction 

in detail as it realtes to grammar, use of language, and types of appeals.
Justification for the authenticity of the speeches used in this 

analysis can be made by pointing out that the speaker himself provided 

the speech texts and stated that they are authentic and complete. As far 

as it has been possible to ascertain, they have not been recored com

pletely in any published form.

Since the study pursues the analysis with the view of under

standing the speaker, the speech, the audience and the occasion,, at

tention is given to the areas of campaign atmosphere, the opponent and

viii



the issues. However, the primary emphasis is devoted to the specific

speeches in an attempt to determine the effectiveness of Senator Gold-
. . .  . . . .

water'a8 a public speaker. His effectiveness is simply one aspect of 
the total social picture in which Senator Goldwater functions.



CHAPTER I

ANALYSIS OF THE SPEAKER

The purpose of this chapter is to relate the importance of the 
speaker, as a man, to his speaking effectiveness. In so doing the 

chapter will deal with the speaker*s background and training, including 

his family and youth, his education, and his politicial experience. His 

current activity and occupation also are important in determining the 

type of speaker Senator Goldwater is. Consequently, attention is given 

to his political philosophy, his ethos, and his actual style of delivery* 
In dealing with his delivery, the writer has proceeded on the basic 
assumption that Senator Goldwater*e style has not altered fundamentally 
since the 1958 campaign. Little available specific data documents his 
style during the period under consideration. As a result much of the 

discussion in this area must be of necessity in retrospect.

BACKGROUND AND TRAINING
Senator Barry Morris Goldwater, Junior, is one of the relative

ly few native Arizonans* He was born January 1, 1909 in Phoenix,

Arizona, the eldest son of Baron and Josephine Williams Goldwater. His 

mother was a Nebraska descendant of Roger Williams, an Episcopalian and 

a Republican. Senator Goldwater*s grandparents, the Russian-born 

Michael and Sarah Goldwater( then Goldwasser),Jewish immigrants from

1Who*8 Who for Arizona,ed. and publisher, R.O. Norman (Portland, 
Oregon, 1952), p. 186. Hereafter cited: Who*s Who for Arizona.

1
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Europe, and his parental great-uncle, Joseph, went to California during 
the gold rush of 1852.  ̂ His family background is illustrative of the 
true western pioneer spirit.

From the humble beginnings of a general store and saloon in the 
Mother Lode country of Sonora, the Goldwaters expanded merchandizing 

enterprises throughout the territory. Michael began the business by 
driving wagon loads of goods from Los Angeles across the desert, and 

selling them as an itinerant peddler. In 1962, the first of the Gold- 

water stores was opened. It was an adobe structure located in the town 

of Ehrenberg, founded by the Goldwaters. The versatility of this estab
lishment has been described as follows: "The store offered everything
from gunpowder to whisky to calico and lace, and also served as the city 

hall, post office and jail."'*
Business prospered for the pioneer Goldwaters and they enlarged 

their operations by opening stores in Prescott, Thoenix, Tombstone, and 
Bisbee. The Bisbee store was the site of the Bisbee Indian Massacre in 
1883, when bandits held up his brother, Joe, and shot five passers-by 
who were trying to sound an alarm. The Goldwaters also developed the ' 
immense vulture Mine located near Wickenburg by building a reduction mill 

on the banks of the Haseayampa River.
In addition to these ventures the Goldwaters contracted to 

deliver mail to the remote settlements while continuing their freight- 2 3

2Hewsweek, "Conservatism in the U.S....And Its Leading Spokesman," 
LVII, April 10, 1961, p. 35. Hereafter cited; Newsweek, Ap.10, 1961.

3Paul F." Healy, "The Glittering Mr. Goldwater," Sat. Eve, post, 
CCX3QC, June 7, 1958, p. 38. Hereafter cited; Healy.
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ing operations which then included food, clothing, mining supplies, and
4grain. These items provided Arizona's foothold in western economy.

As the years passed, two of Michael's sons, Ben and gam, returned 
to the west coast leaving Baron and hie brother Morris in charge of the 
family's enterprises. The business gradually reduced itself to two 

stores, one in Prescott managed by Morris, the other in phoenix, under 
Baron's control. Baron married and had three children, Barry, Robert 

and Carolyn. Morris remained a bachelor.**

Goldwater's youth created many interests that have remained im
portant to him through the years. The Baron Goldwater home on Central

6Avenue in Phoenix was the gathering place for the youth of the town.

Mrs. Josephine Goldwater, though she weighed less than one hundred pounds, 
was a crack shot with a shotgun; and, encouraged by his mother, Barry 
took up her favorite sport, deer hunting.7 gis Interest in flying began 
in his youth also. It has been reported that: "Barry slipped away from
home early on summer mornings to take his first flying lessons. He was
a pilot before his mother knew that he had anything more than a youngs-

8ter's ordinary curiosity, about aviation." Tfhen World War II began 4 S * 7

4Healy, p, 38.
SHealy, p. 112.
Arizona's Men of Achievement, publ. Paul W. Pollock (Phoenix, 

Arizona, idboj, p/TRL Hereafter died: Men of Achievement.

®Men of Achievement, p. 20. It is stated that the house was lo
cated just fifty-yards north of the present site of the Westward Ho Hotel•

7Healy, p. 112.
®Men of Achievement, p. 20.
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Barry put his knowledge as a pilot to use for his country.
After early education in the phoenix public schools the boy at

tended Staunton Military Academy in Virginia, and upon graduation from 

that institution, began his work at the University of Arizona. He is 
reported to have been an average student excelling, curiously enough,

qin Latin. "While at the university, Barry received a broken nose when 

he played center on the football team. He also bears a small soar on 
his forehead which he received while watching a wrestling match during 

which a disgruntled fan threw a top of a stool and caught Goldwater 
who was in the line of fire, in 1929, after Barry’s freshman year at 
the university, his father died, necessitating one of the boys* leaving 
school to run the family business. It was at this time that he is reputed 
to have told his brother Bob that* "One of us has got to get educated, 
and it better be you."*0 Bob, though eighteen months younger than Barry, 

had skipped several grades and passed him in school#

Leadership of the store in Phoenix was a challenge which the 
young man assumed with authority. He read extensively all the trade 

publications available and besiged the public library with requests for 

books on merchandising and advertising in an attempt to broaden his 

knowledge and understanding of the field. He worked in every depart

ment in the store from the shipping rooms to patterns and sold almost all 
types of merchandise. During one Christmas rush season he wrote up two 
hundred four individual sales in a single day. "When Bob later joined

®Men of Achievement, p. 20.
*°Healy, p. 116.
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Barry in the store, together they used their imaginations and imported
the smartest styles from Hew York, expanding the business over ten times.
"Today Goldwater's Inc., is a cross between an elegant department store
and a high-fashion women's-specialty store, it includes four stores in
Phoenix, one in suburban Scottsdale, and one in Prescott. The combined

12annual gross is approximately $6,500,000.H
Barry married Peggy Johnson in 1934. She is the daughter of Ray

Prescott and the niece of Charles S. Davis, the two heads of the Borg-

Warner Corporation. G. Mennen Williams, the new Assistant Secretary of
State for African Affairs in President John F. Kennedy's administration,

was one of the guests at the wedding in Munoie, Indiana. The Senator

still teases his wife about the days when Ex-Governor Williams as a
student at Princeton courted Mrs. Goldwater and wrote poetry for her.^

Interest in politics was natural for Barry Goldwater. His uncle

Morris had helped found the Democratic party in Arizona. Morris was a
member of the territorial legislature several times as well as serving
as mayor of Prescott for twenty-four years. Fostering early in Barry
this political interest. Uncle Morris used to take the boy with him on

14the political trips he made around the state.
This interest came to the fore in 1949 when Barry, running on a 

reform ticket, was elected to the first of two terms in the Phoenix city * 12 13

^ Mcn of Achievement, p. 20.

12Healy, p. 116,
13Healy, p. 118.

14Healy, p. 38.
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council. Bach time he led the balloting of his seven-man slate. Sti

mulated by these political activities, Goldwater sought the United States 
Senatorial seat in 1952 and succeeded in defeating Ernest McFarland, the 

Democratic incumbent. Regarding this election it has been stated * * "This 
was no small feat....his margin of victory was less than one per cent. 
After all, McFarland was the Senate Majority Leader and only once pre

viously in its history had Arizona elected a Republican to the Senate."^

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Barry Goldwater*s speaking effectiveness has been tested in his 

political endeavors. To understand his success as a politioan, it is 
necessary to know something of his individual political philosophy. In 
an interview, Barry suggested that every aspiring politioan should first 
sit down with himself and decide what is his own philosophy of govern
ment and for what he stands. This was the process Goldwater employed for 
himself in determining his political philosophy.*6

Initially, Barry*s participation in the Republican party appears 

to have been motivated simply by business expediency. According to one 
report* "When Barry and his brother. Bob, took over the family stores 
after the death of their father in 1929, they decided that one of them 

should be a Republican for business reasons, and Barry registered as 
such.

15Healy, p. 116.

*6Barry M. Goldwater, Interview, Oct. 31, 1960. Tucson, Arizona. 
Hereafter cited: Goldwater, Interview, Oct. 31, 1960.

*72ealy, p. 39.
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As Goldwater*s interest in political participation increased, 

he formulated his philosophy perhaps more concretely than most politicans. 
Barry Goldwater represents in an outspoken and forthright manner those 

people whose political persuasion is termed Conservatism. The philo
sophy formed through his years of political experience was codified in 
a book he wrote (published in 1960), entitled The Conscience of a Con
servative. In the foreward to this book Goldwater makes the following 
statement with regard to Conservatism; "The Conservative approach is
nothing more or less than an attempt to apply the wisdom and experience

18and the revealed truth of the past to the problems of today."
By way of applying this approach Barry has made general policy 

statements of his beliefs in each of the following areas; power and 
governmental authority, states * rights, farm problems, labor problems, 
taxes and spending, the problem of the welfare state, education and 

Communism. It has been said of Goldwater>s position;
The senator is opposed to foreign aid, and the welfare state.

He is in favor of states' rights, drastic government economy,and 
lower taxes. He says his critics ignore the fact that he is just 
as opposed to big business as he is to big government and big 
labor. He considers all three as inherently dangerous to a free- 
enterprise system, and he thinks the world is upside down when a 
'modern' and a 'liberal* is one who supports centralized bureau
cracy, which limits human freedom.*®

Goldwater»s political philosophy has often put him in opposition 

to members of the Republican as well as the Democractic parties. His * &

18Barry M. Goldwater, The Conscience of a Conservative (phoenix, 
Arizona* 1960), foreward. Hereafter cited* GoTdwater, The Conscience of
& Conservative.

19Healy, p. 117.
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position is one of returning to certain fundamental principles which he

states are "derived from the nature of man and from the truths that God
has revealed about His creation." In distinguishing his conservative

point of view from that of the liberal or progressive Goldwater suggests
that "The root difference between the conservatives and the liberals of
today is that conservatives take account of the whole mah, while the

liberals tend to look only at the material side of man*s nature. The
conservative believes that man is, in part, an economic, an animal

creature; but that he is also a spiritual creature with spiritual needs
21and spiritual desires."

Also involved in Goldwater*s political philosophy is a three
pronged view of man which essentially suggests that men are different 
and not equal in their given potentialities, that the nature of man 
is such that his spiritual and economic needs are closely allied in 
freedom of one implying freedom of the other, and finally that man's 

success or failure is entirely an individual responsibility, because 

each man controls his development without being influenced by outside 
environmental forces. This position stresses individual initiative and

strong reliance on a strict capitalistic society that approaches a
22laisses faire interpretation of governmental action.

A summary book review of The Conscience of a Conservative in the

goldwater. The Conscience of a Conservative, foreward, 
‘goldwater. The Conscience of a_ Conservative, foreward. 
B^Goldwater, The Conscience of a Conservative, pp. 10-11,
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New York Times stated:
His conscientious conservatism contains too many things that not 

enough voters like. He is a pleasant man, but not that pleasant.
He is evidently honest and sincere, deriving his conservatism, as 
he strongly suggests, from God.
....until Senator Goldwater gets taken up by the spirit of the 
atomic age, he is as true a conservative as a stage coach or a buf
falo, A good natured conservative, but firm. He is against auto
crats as well as mobs; he is not against social welfare, but he 
prefers freedom; he blames both major parties for extending 'the 
coersive power of the Federal Government;f he does not believe that 
the Constitution requires integrated schools though he concedes 
'that it is both wise and just for Negro children to attend the 
same schools as whites'....it is hard to imagine the American public 
thronging to the polls to vote for the entire Goldwater platform.23

However, by 1961 the sales of The Conscience of a Conservative had to
taled more than" 100,000 hardback copies and 500,000 more of the paper-

24back variety, indicating the widespread popularity of the volume.

ETHOS
With this basic statement of Barry Goldwater*s political position

in view, further investigation may be made at this point of other factors
that enter into the total picture of his speaking effectiveness. A part
of his success can be attributed to his ethos or his personal appeal to

the listener. This may stem in part from his experience in merchandising
where he learned how to meet and talk with people. In an interview
with Senator Goldwater, he indicated that his success in personal appeal

to people could be attributed to the policy he follows to get people to
25listen and agree with him, "you you them, and they'll yes you." He has 

never taken a speech course or any type of voice training to become a 

better speaker. * 25

^R.L. Duff us, "One Senator's Manifesto," The New York Times, 
June 26, 1960, p. 14.

^Newsweek, April 10, 1961, p. 30.
25Goldwater, Interview, October 31, 1960
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The appeal of Barry Goldwater, or his ethos, is a complex matter 

to investigate. To further complete the picture some attention should 
be directed to his various interests and hobbies. He represents per

haps the most versatile member of the United states Senate, as an active 
jet flier, photographer, explorer, Indian authority, and sportsman.

At the present he is a Brigadier General in the Air Force Re

serve. When World War II began, he persuaded his brother to leave an 
executive position in a bank and return to the family business allowing 
Barry to volunteer for active duty as an infantry officer. He was as
signed to Luke Field, then a fledgling Air Corps training center, where 
he served as a gunnery instructor in the ground school. Later after be
coming one of the chief pilots on the "pony-express runs" which supplied 
the B-29 bases in India by way of the Azores and Casablanca, he volunteer
ed as one of ten pilots to ferry a squadron of single-engined P-47 Thunder
bolt planes across the Forth Atlantic to aid Britain. In the service he
attained the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.*^

Upon leaving the service, Barry joined the National Guard with 

the rank of Captain. Particularly active in organizing the Air National 

Guard of Arizona and serving as its first Chief of Staff, Goldwater 

established complete integration in the Arizona Guard. Now as a Briga
dier General in the Air Force Reserve with well over 6,000 hours in fly

ing tine, his record shows he has taken off and landed in nine of the 
Air Force's jet planes, among than the F-104 fighter, and the new KC-135 26

26Time Magazine, "Personality Contest," LXXII* Sept. 29, 1958, 
p. 15. Hereafter cited; Time, Sept. 29, 1958.
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Stratotankerj and, he has flown over seventy different types of air craft.

"In. his flying clothes he could pass for a character in the Steve Canyon 
27comic strip...."

Another aspect of Barry's versatility is his interest in photo
graphy, He has made an extensive study of Arizona by foot and plane, 
as well as a study of the Indians of the area. "He has explored little- 
known Indian territory and has discovered two natural bridges, one on 
White Mesa, now named 'Margaret Bridge* for his wife....He wears four 

puncture-like tattoos on the heel of his left hand, the symbolic legacy
of doing snake dances (with live bull snakes) at annual benefits for the

28Indian museum in Prescott." His personal library contains more than
8,000 individual negatives, of Arizona scenes representing the finest
private collection known. Original portrait pictures of his collection

of Kaohina dolls won for the versatile Goldwater membership in the
Royal photographic Society of London. The display of the dolls in the
Goldwater Store on Central Avenue in Phoenix has attracted feature writers

29from all over the country.
This variety of interests enhances Barry Goldwater* s personal

attractiveness. It has been said of him*
Few men expend themselves in so many directions as Barry Gold- 

water. He needs remarkably little rest which he attributes to the 
fact that he never overeats and had never smoked or drunk coffee.
Six feet tall, his weight has remained a muscular 185 pounds for 27 * 29

27Bealy, p. 115.

2Newsweek, April 10, 1961, p. 35.
29Men of Achievement, p. 20.
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thirty years. He is handsomely square-jawed, with curly gray hair 
and usually is suntanned...He is expensively tailored and wears 
black-rimmed spectacles except when piloting a plane.®®

• Barry’s physical condition and love of the outdoors has led to
his exploration, on six different occasions of the rapids and canyons‘of
the Colorado River. After one of these expeditions, he compiled his ex-

31periences in a book from memoirs of a diary he had kept during his trip.
In addition to these activities the Senator is a member of the 

following fraternal organizations; Masons, with the 33r<* degree. Shrine, 

Elks, Moose, Sigma chi. Eastern Star, Alianza, V.F.’A., American Legion, 
Woodmen of the World, and the Royal photographic Society of London. A 

look at the community finds him leading the United Fund Campaign, launch

ing the drive for a Civic Center, aiding the construction of a new Y.M.C.A.
32or donating land for a summer camp for children. All of these elements 

combine to create the general overall impression Barry Goldwater makes on 
his fellow-workers, friends, and opponents as well as on his audiences. 
These characteristics of the man represent his ethos or imagine for the 

public.
STYLE

An individual speaker’s style of delivery is an important facet 

to be considered by the speech critic. The elements of delivery considered 30

30Healy, p, 117.
•ZV° Barry M. Goldwater, A Journey Down the Green and Colorado Rivers 

(phoenix, Arizona; H. Walker Co., 1944)1
®*Who’s Who for Arizona, p. 160.
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in this study include the speaker's preparation, his vocal variety, and 
his gesture and bodily movement. The analysis of Senator Goldw&ter's 
style of delivery considers each of these areas. Senator Goldwater, in 
an interview, provided the following information relating to his style of 
delivery. Having never taken a speech course in his school career. Gold-

water suggests that his speaking skill developed because of "natural
53ability." Tears of experience as a salesman assisted his learning how

to oommunciate with people® The Senator's speech preparation consists

of thinking about what he wants to say and joting down notes on the main

ideas. He prefers the extemporaneous method of delivery. 'When he is
called upon to make a formal speech from a printed text, he outlines his
thoughts and then goes over the outline filling in the details and what-

34ever statistics and evidence he feels are necessary.
Goldwater does not like to make long speeches, preferring instead 

a speech of fifteen minutes in length or shorter with an opportunity for 

questions and discussion from the audience afterwards. He considers a 
speech of thirty.minutes long, and does not like to speak any longer if 
at all possible.**®

Goldwater said that consciously, as far as he was aware, he makes 

no detailed study of or preparation for the audience to which he is about 

to speak. His speaking involves the same basic themes, but when speaking

“Goldwater, Interview, Oct. 31, 1960.

"^Goldwater, interview, Oct. 31, 1960.
it e

.......  Goldwater, Interview, Oct. 31, 1960.



to a specialized group, such as a woman's club, he does make some attempt 
to discuss topics which will be of interest to them. His general themes 
include the place of the family in America, taxes, war, education, labor 
relations, the welfare state,. big business, and the Communist threat. 
Goldwater believes he automatically analyses his audience using a yard
stick which he has devised through his experience of meeting and talking 

to people. This yardstook, as the Senator explained it, divides any 
given group of people into the following categories: ten per cent will

be the executive type, who are earnest, interested, alert, seeking con

crete suggestions for problems, and quick to grasp meanings; eighty-four 
per cent of the group will be the normal type with average interest, some 
presuppositions, not too eager to engage in deep thinking about the prob
lems; four per cent of the group will be "morons" who do not want to 
listen to another's point of view, are incapable of grasping entire 
logical consequences, and are predisposed frequently in an unusually
extreme position. The remaining two per cent of the group was not ao-

36
counted for by the Senator.

When speaking to a group that contains certain hostile indivi

duals, Senator Goldwater has several methods of working with the hostil

ity. Generally he begins by using humor with his opposition to relax 

tension and remove the hostility. He does not use ridicule as a method 

of dealing with his opposition...If there is strong and open opposition 
and it persists, Goldwater usually just reminds the individual that out 

of courtesy for the speaker, the opponent should allow the speaker to

14

36Goldwater, Interview, Oct. 31, 1960.
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exercise his freedom of speech end make the speech he was requested to

deliver. Senator Goldwater rarely discovers hostility in the audience,
37at least overtly demonstrated.

Preferring to speak to audiences of young people, Goldwater re

marked that high school and college students are more receptive and re
sponsive as an audience than other age groups. The site of the audience 
is not an important factor to him. Quality is the most important factor 
of group composition; therefore, if the group were quite small "but eager 
to listen, Barry would consider it a good audience. Quality, as he ex
plained it, means the willingness of the audience to listen and seek
understanding as well as the ability of the audience to formulate and

30ask intelligent questions.
An investigation of Senator Goldwater*s actual delivery considers 

first his vocal variety. In order to assess completely a speaker*s vocal 
variety as an element of his style of delivery, it is advisable to be 

able to hear his speeches. Although none of the speeches delivered by 
Senator Goldwater during the 1958 campaign were heard, some qualitative 

statements regarding the element of vocal variety may still be offered 

on the basis of reports given by others who did hear the speeches, and 

by considering subsequent speeches which have been heard.

To provide clarification,some discussion of the meaning of vocal 

variety is pertinent. In this study vocal variety is used in the sense

"^Goldwater, interview, Oct. 31, 1960.

®®Goldwater, interview, Oct. 31, 1960.
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that it represents the total summation of variations that occur in the 

basic vocal factors of duration, loudness, pitch and quality. Much 
authoritative research has been done in an attempt to isolate and des
cribe clearly vocal variety. Most authorities offer similar definitions 
as the one above. Vocal variety has been described as: . .a variation
in one or more of these four basic factors (duration, loudness, pitch 
and quality).*..it becomes obvious that variety must be one of the

essential characteristics of a well-trained voice and that a tendency
39toward monotony is a distinct vocal fault." Another author suggests*

; ....the effective speaker achieves his effects by a combination 
of vocal factors, but is able to control the factors according to 
the nature of what he has to" say. The effective speaker is able 
to use a widened pitch range, appropriate inflection, modifications 
in vocal intensity, and changes in the tempo of his speech to in
dicate how he feels about his thoughts as he talks. Furthermore, 
he can use vocal variety as a means of pointing up essential ideas 
and subordinating less important ones.*®

As exemplified by this discussion, the evaluation of vocal vari
ety is a complex process. Senator Goldwater»s vocal variety has been

described* "As a public speaker, G-oldwater is no demogogic orator; he
"41uses the quiet and reasonable *let*s talk it over* approach. Referring

to a different occasion, another reporter stated*
Goldwater*s faults like his talents, are gaudy. He has a tend

ency to take extreme positions, to speak out impetuously and too 39 40 41

39Virgil A. Anderson, Training the Speaking Voice (Mew York* 
Oxford University press, 1942), pp. 163-164.

40Jon Eisenson, The Improvement of Voice and Diction (Mew York* 
The Macmillan Co., 1958), p. 125.

41Newsweek, April 10, 1961, p. 30.
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often, and to jumble facts or handle them loosely. He is gradually 
developing a degree of patience, but he feels it has been sorely 
tried. Goldwater believes in calling a spade a spade, but in the 
heat of his arguments it is more likely to sound like a power 
shovel.*

The basic assumption employed in the discussion of Senator 
Goldwater*s use of vocal variety, gesture and bodily movement, is that 

his style of delivery has not changed fundamentally in the last three 

years, since the 1958 campaign. The opportunity to see and hear the 

Senator speak on several different occasions provided much of the follow
ing information.*® The references already given to the different types 
of delivery used by Senator Goldwater confirm the observation that he 
has well developed vocal variety enabling him to adapt his speaking to 
various situations. He prefers using the quiet and reasonable style 
in most of his formal speeches, while reserving the vehement and strong 
style for his informal speaking occasions. Goldwater*s preference for 

the reasonable approach in contrast to his more outspoken type of speak

ing is perhaps illustrated by the following remark he made to a news 

reporter: "There are words of mine floating around in the ether that

I would like to reach up at, grab and eat."** At no time was reference 

to any monotony found present in his speaking.

. 4 2 Healy, p. 117.

*®Speech observations: as a member of the Senate Subcommittee on 
Labor for the Senate Committee on Labor and public Welfare, 86th Congress, 
2nd Session, Mar. 24-June 2, 1959; speech delivered Tucson Press Club, 
October 19, 1960, Tucson, Arizona; television addresses over station 
KVOA, Tucson, Arizona, Sept. 1960.

**Healy, p. 115.
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The ability of the Senator to adapt his voice to the demands of 

different speaking occasions is one of his greatest assets as a public 
speaker. When listening to Senator (Joldwater speak the following factors 

of vocal effectiveness were noted; his speech was audible, enabling even 
those who were on the back row in the audience to hear, his rate of 
speaking was normal with one major exception; when replying to a question 
from the audience he had a tendency to become rapid; however, questions 

did not affect his composure as he was competent in answering even a 

threatening question in a calm and poised manner which was further en
hanced by a full tone and a medium low pitch, giving him what might be 

described as a mellow masculine voice* Thus it is apparent that the 

quality of resonant fluency in the Senator's voice serves him well in 

imparting a high degree of sincerity to his speaking.

Supplementing the Senator's vocal variety, as an element of his 

speaking effectiveness, is his use of gesture and bodily movement. 

Comments relating to this aspect of Gold-water• s delivery are based on 

actual observations of his speaking appearances, as no written data in 

this area was discovered. Most of the formal speaking situations in 
which the Senator takes part require not only that he stand behind a 

platform with a speaker's stand in front of him, but also that he use a 

microphone. With these restrictions, the Senator has little freedom for 
excessive bodily movement while speaking*

He does exhibit however, freedom in the use of certain hand ges

tures. Characteristic of these are; the placing of one hand in his 
trouser's pocket, the raising and lowering of one hand to emphasize a
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point, and the removal of his glasses when stressing an idea. These 
hand gestures are reinforced by his erect posture that give the slim, 

muscular Goldwater a commanding bearing before the audience. He moves 
very little while delivering a formal speech, only occasionally taking 
a step backward and foreward again.

While these observations relate to his delivery in a formal speech, 
in the informal or extemporaneous and impromptu situation, it has been 

noted that he exhibits a greater degree of freedom in movement and an in

creased use of gestures.
Although he has had no formal speech training. Senator Goldwater's 

style illustrates an awareness of the important factors that determine 
effective speaking. His theory of speech preparation, though somewhat 

unorthodox perhaps, applies the basic principles necessary to formulate 
a complete thought pattern for the audience, perhaps much of his prepara

tion, done as he would call it,"naturally®, is an unconscious application 

of methods he has acquired through his experiences in public life. He 
uses devices for audience analysis even though he may not be aware of the 
procedure. Improvement of his use of vocal variety, gesture and bodily 

movement would increase his speaking effectiveness. On the basis of his 
training and education however, he has achieved much toward developing a 

unique and effective style of delivery.

It may be summarized that Barry Goldwater*s background and train

ing has played an important part not only in shaping his political philo
sophy, but also in building his ethos, and in developing his st$.e of 
delivery on the public platform. With a truly western pioneer beginning 
and a formal education short of completion, he has worked with industri-
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ous independence to develop his capacities in many different facets of
life. Much of his success can be attributed to his energetic enthusiasm
for doing a task well. This energy has given him the capacity to strive
for the things he believes. Goldwater has succeeded in becoming one of
the nation’s leading political figures within a comparatively short time
as a public servant. His rise in national importance in a large measure
has rested on his honest and sincere belief in those principles for which
he stands. Whether or not one agrees with the political principles of

Senator Goldwater, it can not be denied that his outspoken statements of

his ideas have added favorably to his ethos and placed him in demand as
a public speaker. Newsweek capturing the essence of his prominence

stated: "Because of his remarkable capacity for self expression he
45(Goldwater) has become an outstanding national figure."

^Raymond Holey, "The Issue in Arizona," Newsweek, Vol. 50, 
Sept. 23, 1957, p. 120. Hereafter cited* Newsweek, Sept. 23, 1957.



CHAPTER II

SPEECH SITUATION

A clear understanding of the speech situation must include an 
examination of the characteristics of the audience and the occasion for 
the speech. The purpose of this chapter therefore, is to describe these 
elements and to explain how they determined the situation for the select
ed speeches. Characteristics considered in the examination of the audi
ence include the size,the sex, the occupation, and the attitudes of the 
listeners toward politics and the speaker. The explanation of the gene

ral occasion includes a discussion of the campaign atmosphere and an ex
amination of the opponent and the issues. An analysis of the specific 
occasions for the selected speeches completes the chapter.

AUDIENCES
A study of the audiences listening to the campaign speeches in 

the 1958 senatorial race could in itself offer opportunities for ex

tended research. At the time of the campaign Arizona was experiencing 
a rapid population growth which makes it difficult to assess concretely 

the political persuasions of the people. With the exception of one of 
the speeches under consideration in this study— the one delivered to the 
Yuma County Republican Central Committee— the speeches were given with 
wide television and/or radio coverage. Conceivably, the use of mass 

media communication broadens the listening audience to cover most of the

21
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state's population. Since this wide coverage is a factor, consideration 

is given to the character of Arizona's voting population.

Traditionally, Arizona had "been a Democratic state, only once 
previous to Senator Goldwater«s election in 1952, sending a Republican 
to the United States Senate.46 The senior senator of the state, Demo
crat Carl Hayden, has represented Arizona in Washington since statehood 
was acquired in 1912.

t The character of the population in 1958 was, however, changing 
with the rapid growth of the state. As reported by Raymond Holey:

"Arizona is in a process of bewildering growth. Ten years ago, agri
culture was the leading industry. But the state has since had a singular 

attraction for manufacturing— both new and small concerns and branches 

of big ones. Its output has multiplied four-fold in eleven years and, 
what is significant politically, its manufacturing employment has tripled. 
Goldwater * s concentration on labor problems during the campaign was of 

interest not only to the increasing labor force in the state, but also 

to the increasing manufacturing element. Arizona's antipathy for labor 

had been demonstrated quite early as it was the second of eighteen states 

by 1958 to pass a right-to-work act by popular referendum in 1947.4®
As might be expected in a state which adopted a right-to-work law, 

the organized union movement was small. Of a total 1958 estimated state

46Healy, p. 115.
47Newsweek, Sept. 23, 1957, p. 120.
48Healy, p. 117.
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population of 1,070,000, there were only 1,000 United Auto" Workers
49members and 32,000 union members in all. This group alone was not 

large enough to constitute a total threat to Goldenter*s election.

In the six years since Goldwater had last run for office, the 
state had gained from 300,000 to 400,000 new people. The political at

titudes of this group were a question mark in the campaign. With a total 

number of 391,590 eligible voters in 1958, which was an increase from the
1956 presidential registration of 367,705, the Democratic registration

50exceeded the Republican on a ratio of two to one. It was reported,

however, in Newsweek Magazine: "While Arizona is traditionally Democratic,

the growth of the major cities has made the Democratic registration raa-
51jority meaningless." •

Another factor of influence upon the audience was the effect of 
the prosperous winter tourist season. Most of the members of the audi
ence were enjoying a feeling of prosperity as the winter tourist season 
had been a boom one in 1958, and gave no indication of the recession that 
the rest of the country was experiencing.

The last factor influencing the audiences was the impression given 

by the opponent and his type of campaign. This will be dealt with fully 
later in this chapter.

With a basic understanding of the general factors influencing 

^®Healy, p. 117.

^The Arizona Daily Star, Tucson, Arizona; Nov.2, 1958, p. 1.

^Raymond Moley, "The Test in Arizona," Newsweek, LI, March 24, 
1958, p. 112. Hereafter cited: Newsweek, March 154, 1958.
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the nature of the audiences listening to the speeches of the campaign, 
each specific audience will be examined for particular or unique char

acteristics. The first audience to be considered was the Yuma County 
Republican Central Committee..Senator Goldwater addressed this group at 
a luncheon in the Stardust Motel in Yuma, Arizona, August 27, 1958. No 
available information was discovered in relation to the size of the group 
in attendance. It may be assumed however, that the group was compara

tively small.
Though little documentary validation exists, several assumptions 

as to the composition of the audience may be carefully projected. From 

internal evidence of the speech itself, the group was evidently composed 

of men only. During the speech Goldwater addressed the audience as 
"Gentlemen,n suggesting that there were no women present. Because of 

its composition, the group was necessarily unanimous in political per
suasion. The individuals present, at least the greater majority, were 
party workers, active participants in the Republican party and political 

affairs, making the group nearly totally homogeneous politically. This 

would lead to the assumption that.the majority of those present were 

strong supporters of the Republican party, if not. Senator Goldwater him

self. As workers of the party, moreover, the individuals present must 
have been interested in obtaining the party goals of gaining support for 
their candidate and winning the election. Even though the speech . . 
delivered on August 27th occurred before the primary in the state, there 

would be support for Goldwater, as he was unopposed in the primary.

These circumstances would lead to the conclusion that the audience was 
probably quite friendly toward Senator Goldwater and kindly disposed to
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listen to him#
In addition to the other factors already mentioned which created 

audience interest in the speech, the subject of the copper problem was 

of primary concern to the listeners. Although this might seem unusual 
in a community that has an economy based on agriculture, the copper in

dustry was one of the four major Arizona industriesIt's-assured: success 

through a protective tariff, it was of concern to nearly all residents 

of the state.
This audience had still another reason for interest in the topic 

of the Senator’s speech, as he was, in effect, answering statements made 

a few days earlier by ‘.his opponent in the campaign. Governor Ernest Me - 
Farland. Though the copper question was the major focus of the speech, 
some attention also was given to the water shortage problem which was of 
great interest to the residents of the Yuna area, located as it is in a 
very arid portion of the state. As a result one can assume that the 

audience was interested and involved in both issues. The general at
titude of the audience should have been a desire for protection of the 

copper miners, to help the economy, and a desire for a solution to water 
shortage problems. Therefore, it can be stated that the audience’s at

titude toward the subject was one of interest and concern.

In summary of the description of the audience for the speech on 
the copper situation given at the Stardust Motel, it may be stated that 

it was a small group, heterogenous in occupation, and homogeneous in sex, 

political outlook and interests with respect to the speaker, the subject, 
and the situation.

The second audience to be given consideration was the one listening 
to Senator Goldwater’s speech at Prescott, Arizona, September 10, 1958.
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This speech has been entitled by the Senator, himself, the “Opening 

Campaign speech,n even though it oooured after several other speeches 

had been given by the Senator in August, 1958, The explanation for this 

title perhaps is that this speech was the first delivered by the Senator 

which related to the campaign as a whole, not concentrating on any one 
specific issue or aspect of the total campaign, and that it was given on 

the day following the state primary election. Although Goldwater's 

speeches prior to the Prescott occasion were given during the primary, 
for Goldwater who was unopposed in that primary the campaigns were the 
same.

An investigation of the Prescott audience presents an unusual 
contradiction relating to the size of the immediate audience present for 
the speech. Virgil Meibert in his review of the speech in the Prescott 

Evening Courier and the Arizona Republic for September 11, 1958 listed 

two different figures for the number in attendance. The first news
paper reported the audience to be around five hundred, while the second

52reported the number to be an estimated one thousand persons. This il

lustration suggests the difficulty in finding reliable data in regard 
to the elements of the speech situation. In the face of these facts it 
may be suggested that, even if the larger estimate were accepted, the 

size of the audience was not exceptionally large. 'While Prescott is

52Virgil Meibert, “Goldwater Opens Campaign, Lashes *New Deal* 
Issues," Prescott Evening Courier, LXXXVI, Sept. 11, 1958, p. 1.

Virgil Meibert, "Goldwater Opens Campaign in prescott," The 
Arizona Republic, September 11, 1958, p. 1. ---
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is small, it did contain 6,764 people in the 1950 census, and since it

is only ninety miles from Phoenix some attendance from there might hare 
S3been expected. Perhaps the reason there was not a larger crowd lies 

in the fact that the speech was also broadcast over twenty different 
radio stations in the state of Arizona on a statewide hookup.

No data relating to the composition of the visible audience has 
been discovered. Some general assumptions concerning this group, however, 
may be offered with some degree of validity. Despite the small popu
lation of Prescott and, despite the fact it was the former capital of the 
state, the occasion of a united States Senator delivering a speech might 

well be assumed to draw many interested spectators. The speech had been 
widely publicized in the newspapers which were accessible to nearly all 
types of individuals. On this basis it is suggested that the immediate 

audience was heterogeneous not only in sex, but also in occupation, in

terest, political attitude, and attitude toward the speaker himself, his 
subject and the occasion.

The speech was delivered from eight to eight-thirty in the even
ing, making attendance possible for people who might have been occupied 
during the morning or afternoon. It seems safe to assume that at least 

some portion of the audience having had the opportunity to hear the first 
campaign speech in 1952 given by Senator Goldwater from the same location, 
was present to make comparison. It is doubtful that all members of the

®3The World Almanac and Book of Facts, ed. Harry Hansen (New York? 
New York World Telegram Corp., 1961), p. 83.
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audience were members of the Republican party, as the speech was free and 
open to the public. Consequently, there was probably a variety of poli
tical attitudes represented.

The invisible audience conceivably could have been a majority of 

the population of Arizona, if it were assumed that everyone listened to 

the radio broadcast. The knowledge of the size or composition of the 
invisible listening audience is buried with history. ..No survey or 

estimate of radio reception by voters was made during this campaign.
The significance of this unknown radio audience made the speaker aware 

of the possibility that his speech might be heard by nearly all of the 

state's population,and therefore, determined in part his speech adapta
tion to an even more heterogeneous group.

A significant factor relating only to this particular speech is 
perhaps worth noting. Historically, the selection of Prescott for the 
site of his opening campaign address was probably a sound political 
maneuver by Goldwater. It may be recalled that Prescott is the site of 
one of the original Goldwater merchandising enterprises. Further, the 

Senator's-uncle, Morris, was a prominent resident of the city. Apparent

ly Morris enjoyed a high degree of respect from the people of Prescott, 

as he had been elected their mayor for twenty-four years. This would 

lead one to conclude that the mere mention of the Goldwater name would 

create a favorable frame of reference in the minds of the listeners.

By way of projection, it seems fair to assuae that the immediate 

audience probably contained a majority of people with a favorable atti
tude toward the speaker, but there were also probably those in the audi
ence who did not approve of the speaker, or who were displeased with his
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work as & representative. Finally, there was probably a certain element 
of the audience that was merely curious about the speaker. This overall 

evaluation transfers and applies to the larger, invisible audience.
The third and last audience to be discussed is the one watching 

Senator Goldwater's televised speech relating to compulsory unionism.
This is the most difficult of the three audiences to evaluate, because 
even the exact date of its delivery must be uncertain. This uncertainty 
arises from the fact that most of these speeches were on film and were 
given to various television stations to be used whenever convenient. 

According to Senator Goldwater's records, the speech was delivered some

time between October 23 and November 3, 1958. This was the twelve day 
period immediately prior to the election on November 4, 1958* This 
speech was selected because it was representative of the series of tele

vision addresses, especially in subject matter and in length.

Despite these obvious handicaps, certain generalizations may be 
posited regarding this particular speech. During the campaign. Senator

Goldwater had arrangements with seven television station, four in phoenix
54and three in Tucson, for the presentation of his campaign addresses.

These stations exercised a discretionary power in allotting time for 
programming political s p e e c h e s . T h e  announcements of these broad
casts mention merely that a speech of the Senator was to be given, with

54The Arizona Republic, Pheenix, Arizona, oct.23, 1958, p. 40. 
Hereafter cited: The Republic, Oct. 23, 1958.

05Joe jaeger, in a personal interview, Tucson, Arizona, March
10, 1961
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a brief statement concerning the topics to be discussed. Many of the 
speeches so announced, without any indication of the topic, consisted of 
a general policy statement by the Senator relating to a particular issue 

in the campaign. The average length of these speeches was five minutes. 

The longer appearances of the Senator, not exceeding thirty minutes at 
any one time, were "live* broadcasts, copies of which are not available 
in print.

To attempt an analysis of the audience for such a televised 
speech would be impractical. All that can be suggested, therefore, is 

that the probable audience contained individuals from a complete cross- 

section of the state. On this basis the audience was heterogeneous in 
all of the areas herein studied. It can be assumed that the size of the 
audience was comparatively large, both male and female, with diversified 
occupations, and conflicting attitudes toward politics and the speaker. 
Perhaps the best understanding of this audience is obtained when one 
considers the occasions for these speeches.

OCCASION
The 1958 Senatorial campaign in Arizona found Barry Goldwater 

opposed for his Senate seat by Democrat Ernest McFarland, who was then 

serving the last of his term as Governor of the state. Governor Mc
Farland had served previously as the United States Senator for Arizona, 

but had been defeated for that position by Barry Goldwater in 1952; now,

^ The Republic, Oct. 23, 1958, p. 40

The Arizona Daily Star, Tucson, Arizona, Oct. 23, 1958, p. 10-D. 
Hereafter cited; The Star, Oct. 23, 1958.
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the sixty-four year old McFarland was eager to recapture his senate 
seat from the youthful Goldwater. McFarland, a lawyer and a native 

of Okalaheraa, was a cautious, liberal politician of long standing. He 
was described by one reporter as* "....the red-faced governor looks and 
acts like a farmer. Though his platform manner is customarily described 
as ’bumbling,1 his common touch is his strength. He is considered 
formidable as a ’down-the-street handshaker* in an election campaign."®^

Most authorities viewed the campaign as a whole as a person
ality contest between the two opponents. Less attention was given to 

the issues of the campaign, than was placed on the men themselves. The 

function of the political parties was not an important factor in the 
contest. Newsweek reported* "...the campaign will be fought on person-

COalities and issues rather than parties."

The personality of McFarland and his approach to the campaign 
were discussed in Time as follows*

Meanwhile, back at the statehouse. Old Foe Ernest McFarland 
elected Arizona’s governor in 1954, nursed his grudge against 
Goldwater, never missed a ribbon-cutting, a chance to ware at 
a gathering of constituents or shake an Arizona hand. Last week 
McFarland opened his campaign in Wilcox, where 50,000 Arizonans 
were conveniently gathered for the Rex Allen Days....Stalking the 
vote, addressing every male under 80, as ’young man', Ernie paced 
Haskell avenue patting juvenile heads, chucking infant chins, then 
climbed ably, astride a Palomino for the Bex Allen Parade. This 
sort of thing, and McFarland’s strong showing in the primary last 
fortnight, had Arizonans giving folksy Mao the edge. But it is, 
after all, a personality contest, the kind of competition Barry 
Goldwater, likes. " . -

57Healy, p. 118.

^ Newsweek, March 24, 1958, p. 112. 

®®Time, September, 29, 1958, p. 15.
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As this passage indicates, McFarlandts campaign was conducted on a person- 

to-person basis rather than on the giving of formal speeches.
Part of senator Goldwater’s political strategy included unsuc

cessful attempts to get Governor McFarland to agree to public debates in 
the hope that Goldwater* s superior speaking skill would diminish McFar
land support. "The Republicans are counting on the Goldwater glitter once
again to put McFarland in the shade. They hope to hook the slow-spoken

60governor into a debate with the fast-talking senator."
In summary, Ernest McFarland represented a nearly total contrast 

to Barry Goldwater as an opponent in the 1958 campaign. McFarland was 
weak in the areas where the Senator excelled, especially in public speak

ing. Goldwater represented the newer conservative element of the state, 
and McFarland the previous traditional Democratic line,. On the basis of 
these elements, the campaign appeared to have all the necessary ingre

dients for a close contest. As one view of the campaign atmosphere sum
marized: "Mac has been a good conservative governor, and Barry has en
hanced his popularity because out here was like a courageously outspoken 
fighter. Whoopee, it's going to be a campaign! Tfhew!®*

Despite this emphasis on personalities, the campaign can not be 
separated from the issues involved in it. The primary issue of the 
campaign was the opposition Goldwater voiced against corruption in or

ganized labor. His main line of attack was to point out the corruption

60Healy, p. 118.

61Healy, p. 118.
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and malpractices revealed in testimony before the MoClellen committee of 

the Senate which was investigating the problem. Though McFarland was 
also opposed to corruption in the union movement, his stand was less dog
matic than Goldwater’s since generally, he favored organized union 
activities.

Goldwater's approach to the labor question was formulated along 
the line of the defense of man's right to choose his employment. Though 
the Federal Government approved of the union shop agreement (allowing 
union member employees to require fellow employees to join the union 

within a certain limited time), Goldwater argued that the practice was 

unconstitutional and unfair, in supporting this approach, he referred 

to examples of corruption within some of the unions,and made direct 
personal attacks on certain union leaders such as Walter Reuther, then 

President of the United Auto Workers Union, John Dio, James Hoffa, and 

Dave Beck. It will be remembered that a traditional antipathy for or

ganized labor prevailed in the state of Arizona. Goldwater recognized 

this inherent public opinion factor when during the campaign it was re
ported?

Goldwater points to his daily avalanche of mail, which is full 
of bitter anti-Reuther sentiment and encouragement from working 
people. He says he believes the right to strike is basic, but that 
forcing a man to join a union in thirty days under a union-shop 
contract is a violation of constitutional rights....

This opposition by Goldwater to organized labor did not go un
noticed. Strong sentiment against him was demonstrated not only by the

%ealy, p. 118.
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national leaders, but also the local labor officials in Arizona. On 
this personal basis Goldwater developed the idea that he stood as one 

lone man opposing the giant organised labor machine. This picture was 

enhanced by the fact that Goldwater received little support from the 

Republican Administration* As one report reads "Goldwater will have to 
go it alone, with lukewarm sympathy from the Administration in Washington 

for him personally and no support at all for his principles."®® This 
statement points out the purely local nature of the issue* however, the 

entire country, shocked by the revelations of the investigations of the 

Mcclellen committee, had a general reaction against organized labor. 
McFarland, with support and endorsement of organized labor in the state 
and nation, found difficulty in justifying his defense in view of the 
discovered corruption. Usually he handled the question by pointing out 
the good things that unions had achieved for the country, and by showing 
the lack of corruption in the union movement in Arizona, in conjunction 
with this, he attempted to divert attention by concentrating on other 

issues, such as the copper problem, the water resources question, or the 
matter of too much campaign spending. Despite these efforts by McFarland, 

the nature of the labor union practices became the chief issue of the 

campaign.

The second major issue of the campaign was concern for the economy 
of the state especially as it related to the copper industry. Although 

general prosperity prevailed in the state in 1958, the effedts of the

^Newsweek, March 24, 1958, p. 112.
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nation-wide recession was beginning to be seen in increasing layoffs in 

the copper mines. Both McFarland and Goldwater attempted to show how 

each had worked to gain legislative tariff support for the price of copper 
during their respective terms as Senator. The issue developed as each 
candidate endeavored to show that his approach to a solution of the prob
lem was the more feasible. Verbal exchanges between Goldwater and Mc
Farland respecting this issue punctuated the entire campaign. Although' 
many other issues were discussed, the labor and copper problem seemed to 

receive the most consideration. During any local or state contest, the 
issues tend to become highly localized. As the campaign nears its end 
and the candidates make their final pleas for election, the issues be
come less tangible and more obscure. .

SPECIFIC OCCASIONS'
While the general occasion for all political speeches is that 

of gaining voter support, each individual speech of any campaign re

sponds to a specific occasion. It becomes necessary therefore to ex
amine the specific occasions for each of the selected speeches.

. The occasion for the first speech delivered at Yuma, Arizona, 
was an internal political party meeting. The Yuma County Central Com
mittee of the Republican party invited its candidate for the United 
States Senate in the current election to speak to them. The nature of 
this occasion, therefore, was not strictly similar to a political cam
paign speech, as presumably the support of the group was already estab

lished. Instead, the occasion for this speech is best explained as an 
informative situation in which the speaker is explaining a policy position 

to his supporters.
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The second occasion (involving the speech delivered at Prescott), 
can be explained simply. As the title suggests, this occasion "was a po
litical rally. The only purpose for the speech was to allow the candidate 

to express his views and give his reasons for his election as a public 
official. There was no other occasion for this speech.

The final occasion to be discussed relates to the television 
speech made by Senator Goldwater. Once again, the simplicity of the oc
casion is demonstrated by the singular purpose for the speech— a political 

plea to the voters of the state. As the presentation ©f the speech was 

left to the discretion of the various television stations, no specific 

occasion can be described, except to recall that this speech was given 

sometime during the last twelve days immediately prior to the election.
It may be assumed, then, that this speech was delivered at the peak of 

the tense campaign atmosphere.

By an examination of the characteristics of the audiences, and 
the occasions, this chapter has attempted to explain some of the con

ditions under which the three selected speeches were given, as well as 
the general atmosphere of the campaign. From this discussion it has been 
ascertained that each speech illustrates a different issue and circum
stance of the total contest, which was centered more around the person
alities of the two candidates than a careful delineation of the issues.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SPEECHES

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the three selected 
speeches of Barry Goldwater's 1958 Senatorial campaign to determine his 
speaking effectiveness. Each speech is analyzed to assess the effective
ness of the choice of subject, the type and use of evidence, the method 
of composition, and the style of language used. The criteria used in 
judgment of the speeches as explained in the introduction to this study 
is based primarily on the studies of speech criticism done by L.H. Mount 
and Lionel Crocker.®^

YUMA SPEECH
The first speech to be discussed, entitled "getting the Record 

Straight on the Copper Situation," mas delivered at a luncheon before 

the Yuma County Republican Central Committee at the Stardust Motel in 
Yuma, Arisona, August 27, 1958. Since the proceeding chapter has ex

amined the audience and the occasion, the speech itself will now be ex
amined. All of the quoted material in this section comes from the speeches 

themselves.

Though most speeches in a political campaign are persuasive and 

designed to actuate the listener to vote for the candidate, the parti
cular purpose of the Ytsna speech was to demonstrate to the audience that

®%ouat, pp. 178-190.
Crocker, pp* 19-20.
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the speaker•s opponent in the eempaign had not presented the true facts 
relating to Goldwater's work on legislation for the protection of the 
copper price. This purpose was easy for the audience to recognise be
cause Goldwater adhered to it closely throughout the speech. Despite 
this apparent reason, for giving the speech, Goldwater1e real aim ap

peared to have been discredit his opponent by alluding to McFarland’s 

dishonesty or lack of clear vision.
The subject and purpose of the speech were suitable not only to 

the speaker, but also to the audience and the occasion. All of the 

listeners even though not personally involved in the copper industry, 
were concerned about it, since it was an important element in the state’s 

economy. The speech also was an answer to McFarland’s criticism of Gold- 

water’s work on copper legislation. The Senator had not had the oppor
tunity earlier to refute McFarland’s objections as he had been in Wash
ington for the last session of Congress. The selection of the copper 
problem as a topic, therefore, was suitable for the Yuma occasion, as 
this speech was one of the first that Goldwater made upon his return to 

the state.
In organising this speech Goldwater used a series of examples 

and oases in point to prove that McFarland had dishonestly criticized 

the Senator’s actions on the copper legislation. Goldwater established 

his main theme by inferring that McFarland was not being honest. He 
stated; ’’Governor McFarland has repeatly called for a clean campaign. 
May I suggest the campaign be not only clean, but honest." The Senator 

then gave examples of his actions in Congress on the copper legislation. 

Among the examples he used was: "On January 16, 1958, Arizona’s Senior
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Senator Carl Hayden and your Junior Senator Barry Goldwater introduced 
Senate Bill no. 2998 to establish the peril point on copper at thirty 
cents per pound and to increase the tariff imposed at the peril point 

from bwo'bo four cents.” In another example he stated;"....we supported 
the passage of the Domestic Minerals Stabilisation Act, and that legis
lation did pass the Senate." These examples were in support of the idea 

that the Governor had not been honest in his appraisal of Goldwater* a 
actions•

Senator Goldwater used evidence of fact and in one instance 

evidence of opinion as his supporting material for this speech. The evi

dence of fact included the use of a few technical terms, such as "peril 

point," which probably were familiar to the members of the audience and 

understood by those directly connected with the copper industry. Il
lustrations of this use of factual evidence include; "And now he claims 
full credit for the authorship of legislation recommending a four-oent 
aimport (sic) tax to be imposed whenever the price of copper drops below 
thirty cents per pound and to increase the tariff imposed at the peril 
point from two to four cents." The senator *s use of evidence of opinion 

was given in a letter which he had received from Samuel H. Morris, Chair

man of the Arizona Copper Tariff Board. It stated;
On behalf of the Arizona Copper Tariff Board and personally, I 

wish to thank you for the splendid services which you performed in 
securing the passage of S.4036, being the Domestic Minerals Stabili- 
zation Act, that embraces the purchase of 150,000 tons of copper.
The excellent statements that you made on the floor of the Senate 
respecting this legislation and particularly the speech you made 
when the bill was up for action contributed greatly to its favor
able consideration.

In developing his arguments, senator Goldwater used the technique
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of quoting direct statements of McFarland and then pointing out the 
fallacies inherent in them. Illustrations of this technique included*

In Bisbee last Wednesday night, the Governor with perhaps ex
cusable pride referred to 'The tariff compromise I helped work out 
years ago when I was a member of the United States Senate. * May I 
remind the Governor of his Recorded action on this subject when he 
was a member of the Senate? Senator McFarland is on the Record as 
having voted against the Milliken Amendment.

The Governor has boasted of his influence with the Congress. He 
has implied that this year he was able to merely make a telephone 
call to Speaker Sam, to get certain legislation on the floor and 
passed. This claim is about as far-fetched as some of the other 
foggy statements the Governor has been making.

The arguments of Goldwater were related directly to the issue under dis
cussion, and the audience probably needed no further explanation of the 

particular bills that were mentioned. The process of showing McFarland's 

actions in the past built the foundation for the clinching argument Gold- 

water used* "This is the man who now says 'Arizona Comes First.' "Where 

was his concern for Arizona when they c ailed the roll that five times in 
the eighty-first Congress?" By giving a historical resume'of the events 

relating to the copper problem, Goldwater provided an adequate basis of 

knowledge to allow the audience to follow his arguments.
The reasoning in this speech was basically deductive, since the 

Senator reasoned from the general statement, which was implied, to the 
particular instances. This method was consistent throughout the speech. 
The particular instances mentioned by Goldwater were six in number. All 
but one of these related directly to the copper problem; the sixth per
tained to the water problem in Yuma County. All of the reasoning was • 
directly related to the audience as Goldwater made it perfectly clear how 
each of the elements of the speech applied to the listeners and the prob

lem itself affected then personally. For instance he said;
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The eighty-first Congress had before it a proposal by Senator 

Milllken to retain the peril point clause in the Reciprocal Trade 
Agreement Act, a piece of legislation calculated to protect the men 
and women in the western half of the United States whose welfare 
depends upon a healthy mining industry.

Goldwater again showed the importance of the problem to every Arizonan 
in saying* "What is more, McFarland voted to extend for three years in
stead of two this lack of protection for the working western miner.n

The logic used by Senator Goldwater was sound. The main diffi
culty encountered in analysis of the logic was a tendency of the Senator 
to generalize and jump steps in his logical processes. For example, no 

possible explanation was suggested for the actions of McFarland to which 

Goldwater referred. Further, Goldwater seemed to imply that any diffi
culty in the copper industry was all caused by the actions of McFarland. 

"Senator Carl Hayden and I did our best to repair the damage done to 

Arizona’s copper miners by McFarland in the eighty-first Congress and 

to establish the peril point at thirty cents and the duty at four cents."
All of the reasoning and argument used in this speech was designed 

to arouse in the audience emotions favorable to the major premise of the 

speaker. The Senator’s use of the rhetorical question in summary of his 
sub-points had a definite emotional tone. Two examples of this read as 

follows: "....did he forget to call (Mr. Sam Rayburn) about this legis-
lation which would have meant a great deal to the men and women who work 
in the copper industry in Arizona?" And again: "....why is it that 
Governor McFarland had actively opposed the efforts of the people of 
Yuma, Country to develop and use the water in the Colorado River for ir

rigation and domestic purposes?".
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In summary, it is suggested that the material or evidence used 

by Senator Goldn&ter in the speech before the Yuma County Republican 
group supported his main thesis and served to arouse the emotions of the 
audience in favor of the speaker. The gaps in the logical sequence did 
not diminish the total effectiveness of the organization. The appeal 
to the patriotism of the audience, both for the state of Arizona and 
for the nation, pervaded the entire speech. This appeal was seen in 
such passages as* "It is encouraging to find the people of Arizona con
fident of their future and willing to work for a better tomorrow. Our 

nation is strong and prosperous." And such phrases as* "....situations 
which promise to affect the present and the future of the people of 
Arizona," and "....the people of Arizona are entitled to know where you 

stand on every issue affecting the future." The ethical appeal of the 

speaker compensated for any gross generalizations in the context of the 

speech. This speech pictured Ooldwater as a man of good will seeking 

honestly and truth, an impression which was firmly established in the 
conclusion when the Senator stated: "And I respectfully invite you to
appear with me on the television and on the platform before the people 
of Arizona to seriously debate the issues and dispel the fog your ghost
writers have created." ,

These qualities were also developed in the introduction which has 
the purpose of gaining the attention of the audience, stating the subject, 

and giving a reason for the audience’s sustained attention to the rest of 

the speech. Senator Ooldwater’s introduction to this speech began by his 
demonstration of his good will in giving the speech. He flattered the 

audience as well as identified himself with their interests. His show of 

good will was found in the very opening line of the speech: "It’s great
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to be ba6k in Arizona and anay from the fogs and the steaming humidity 
of Washington, D.C." The compliment to the audience followed immedia

tely as he stated: "It is encouraging to find the people of Arizona

confident of their future and willing to work for a better tomorrow."

The introduction was not so concrete or concise as it could 
have been since there was a short digression on the topic of war, the 
dignity of the,individual and freedom of mankind which did not apply 
to the subject of the speech. After this digression however, Goldwater 
once again picked up the theme of the speech as he recalled a previous 
time he had spoken in Yuma thus tying in the events that had occured 
since that time and how they were influencing the present situation 
under consideration. In this part of the introduction the Senator stated♦

You will recall that when I appeared in Yuma six years ago 
Americans were fighting and dying in Korea in a bloody conflict 
which your then-junior Senator McFarland callously described as a 
•cheap war.• Here at home I have discovered the same old voices 
of despair preaching gloom and doom. When Governor McFarland an
nounced his candidacy for the Senate, he sought to revive and ex
ploit that old bogeyman* depression. In doing that, he appears to 
be lost in a foggy political ego enshrouded in a short memory.

With the exception of the digression, which perhaps functioned 
to warm up the audience and the speaker, the introduction was adequately 

composed for creating interest in the audience, and for indicating the 

general subject to be discussed. It is to be remembered that the specific 
purpose of the speech was not stated but merely implied from the state
ments of the speaker. However, it is not fallacious to assume that the 
audience understood the theme to be developed by the speaker.

The body of the speech exhibited, with one exception, unity 
throughout. The Senator began in the introduction with a plea for honesty

in the campaign. He proceeded to offer examples of what he considered a
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lack of honesty on the part of his opponent. The first illustration of 
this lack of honesty occured early in the speech when Goldw&ter reminded 
the Governor that he had no power to initiate legislation in the Federal 
Government. "May I remind the Governor that the Governor*s Conference 

is a quasi-social gathering and does not introduce or enact national 

legislation.” After discussing his own actions in regard to legislation 
on the copper question, Goldwater used a bit of humor in pointing out the 
second illustration of McFarland*s lack of honesty: "Gentlemen, I read

that proposed legislation carefully and I can assure you Governor Mc

Farland *s name was not on that bill as a sponsor.” The Senator followed 

this with another example to support his main point. This illustration 

consisted of a listing of the voting record of Governor McFarland on a 
copper price support bill when he had been the United States Senator.
In this account Goldwater demonstrated how the Governor had voted against 
the bill thereby failing to support protection for the copper price. The 
Senator failed to show how the bill facing McFarland was desirable, or to 
consider what might have prompted the action of the Governor.

After further criticizing McFarland for making claims of having 

influence with the House of Representatives* leader, Sam Rayburn, yet 
never shewing or using this influence, Goldwater concluded his argument 

by criticizing McFarland for what he termed the compromising of the 

Arizona mining industry to McFarland** own personal political ambitions. 

The correlation was never drawn in this instance to show how the political 

ambitions of McFarland had benefited from his actions relating to the 
copper bill. In summarizing the whole question, Goldwater concluded:

"When he (McFarland) should have been fighting to restore the copper
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tariff, he voted against it. Now, nine years later he wants to he re
warded for that deed." The transitional phase used by Goldwater pointed 
out that oritioisa of his actions with regard to the copper bills was also 

criticism of the Senior Senator of the state, Carl Hayden, with whon 
Goldwater, as Junior Senator, stated he had worked closely. As he put it, 
McFarland’s claim;

....that I had failed to concern myself with one of Arizona’s major 
problems, was necessarily condemning with the same broad defamatory 
brush Senator Carl Hayden, a gentleman who I like and respect and with 
idiom I worked shoulder to shoulder in the last Congress not only on 
the copper problem but on dozens of other situations which promise 
to affect the present and the future of the people of Arizona.

At this point in the body of the speech the Senator began a dif
ferent topic. This topic concerning the development and use of the water 

in the Colorado River constitutes the one exception that damages the total 

unity of the speech. Goldwater tied it to his main purpose, however, by 

showing McFarland’s actions in this area, also, were not supporting the 
best interests of the state. "And if Arizona really ’comes first’, why 

is it that Governor McFarland had actively opposed the efforts of the 

people of Yuma County to develop and use the water in the Colorado River 
for irrigation and domestic purposes?"

Goldwater achieved emphasis throughout the body of the speech 
primarily by the method of repetition. The word fog or foggy occurs 
several times in the speech when he referred to the sight or thought pro
cesses of his opponent. He also repeated the phrase McFarland had used 

to describe the Governor’s concern for his state— "Arizona Comes First." 
Goldwater used this phrase to show that McFarland’s actions worked against 
this principle.



Goldmter formulated the oonelusion of the. speech as a challenge 
to McFarland to appear in a public debate with the Senator to discuss the 

issues of the campaign in order to clarify their respective stands. The 

conclusion had the force of finality as it reiterated the basic criticisms 
Goldwater had made of McFarland through the entire speech, however, the 
conclusion could have done more in stsomarising the main points of the 
speech. No mention was made in the conclusion of the copper problem 
which had received the main emphasis. There were both ethical and emot
ional appeals inherent in the conclusion, though, which probably left the 

audience with the proper attitude toward the speaker when he finished. 
Goldwater showed his willingness to discuss the issues openly which in
creased his ethos. The use of the terms "fog" and "ghost-writers* had 

emotional overtones that would have created a certain picture in the 
minds of the audience. The last sentence of the conclusion urns parti
cularly well phrased to show the finality of the speech. It read: "And 

I respectfully invite you (McFarland) to appear with me on the television 
and on the platform before the people of Arizona to seriously debate the 
issues and dispel the fog your ghost-writers have created." This sen
tence suggests that perhaps McFarland was not personally responsible for 

the statements that Goldwater felt were dishonest. This inference was 
another element of astute ethical appeal.

T%e last factor of internal criticism relates to the style of 
the speech. The two elements of style considered are the use of langu
age and the pattern of thinking in the speech.

Senator Goldwater*s command of the language is quite effective.
He demonstrated in this speech the ability to select words and phrases

46
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thp.t picture for the audience precisely what he intends* In the very 
opening line of the address he portrayed for the audience the inclement 
conditions of the nation’s capital as compared to hie home state.
Throughout the speech Goldw&ter chose words that suggested his opinions 
and ideas concretely*

Many of the words used by the Senator were emotionally tinged 
or colored. Perhaps this fact is best illustrated by pointing out a 
few of these words and phrases. Among them were such as: ,h.Ye have not 
been recklessly involved,N "freedom of mankind," "in a bloody conflict," 

"callously described," "that old bogeyman," "boasted of his efforts,”

"with perhaps excusable pride," "McFarland’s great friend....killed the 
act," "claim is...far fetched," "foggy statements," "professional pub
licists."

The use of such emotionally tinged words helped the Senator to 
convey the proper mood he was seeking. There were only a few grammatical 
errors in the speech to detract from the speaker’s effectiveness. Gold- 
water* s use of repetition of certain words and phrases was done wisely 

and effectively to make clear his point.
The basic sentence structure was periodic with an inherent rhythm 

and smoothness that made the speech seem to flow along. The rhythm pattern 

would change as Goldwater emphasised an idea within the speech. These 
changes were not abrupt however, and a feeling of overall balance per
vades the entire speech.

The pattern of thinking within the speech was predominantly 
narrative in style. There was some use of the logical style especially
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in the portion of the speech dealing with McFarlandrs actions as the 
former Senator from Arizona.

The total response to the entire speech leaves the impression 

of a speaker who is an honest and sincere man seeking to clarify his 
position on a matter of importance to his fellow Arizonans. This does 
not suggest that all the remarks of the speaker would necessarily be 

accepted by the audience, but simply that the speech en toto creates a 
favorable impression of the speaker.

PRESCOTT SPEECH ■;
The second speech under consideration, "The Opening Campaign 

Speech," was delivered in the Courthouse square in Prescott, Arizona 
from eight to eight-thirty in the evening of September 10, 1958. This 
speech spaned the gamut of general topics, including comments on the 
domestic economy, national defense, the Communist threat, foreign aid, 
governmental corruption, bureaucracy and the dignity of man.

Although Senator Goldwater's specific purpose in giving this 
address was to actuate the listeners to vote for him, the general purpose 
seems to have been to stimulate the audience to accept his ideas. This 

general purpose was suitable to the speech situation as it recognized 

that the occasion was one of a general nature and that the audience was 
expecting a campaign speech in which the speaker would explain his general 

position regarding the many areas of government action. The speaker was 
also expected to offer some explanation of his actions as a representative 
of the people for the last six years. Senator Goldwater met all of these 

expectations in his address. It is evident, therefore, that the subject 

was well chosen not only because it was what the audience expected, but 

also because it was suitable to the occasion.
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In developing his subject. Senator Goldwater used the general 
plan of recalling past events and applying them to the present and 
the future. He selected carefully the past events which he knew the 
audience would recognize and understand. This plan was satisfactory as 
it allowed the Senator to identify himself with the listeners and their 
interests, thereby creating a favorable impression. The total speech 

plan was rather difficult to follow as the specific purpose did not 
become apparent until approximately ten minutes of the speech had passed. 
This makes the opening remarks hard to relate to the specific purpose, as 

the speech could have taken any number of directions after the opening 

statement. The latter portion of the speech developed the campaign issues 

that were to be emphasised by the Senator. He achieved unity in the speech 
by identifying these issues with the illustrations he had used in the open
ing of the address. •

EVIDENCE
An examination of the evidence used by the Senator in this ad

dress perhaps will demonstrate the total effectiveness of the plan.
It has already been stated that most of the material or e videnee in the 
speech consisted of examples to illustrate the speaker's point of view.
The use of this type of evidence was effective because it was easy for the 

listeners to understand and it emphasised the proper elements that would 

interest and motivate them.
Primarily the Senator relied upon the use of emotional and ethical 

appeals,for evidence in proving his general propositions. He also used 
some factual evidence to illustrate his main points. Generally the 

factual evidence as well as the examples were fair and typical. An 

illustration of his use of factual evidence states* "In those seven
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years, 500,000,000 human beings had become captive of the red Communist 
dictatorship." Occasionally, the Senator had a tendency to oversimplify 
or generalize about a particular incident which perhaps limited valid 
interpretation. For example he stated* "We were ending a sad seven 
year span in the life of the American Republic, which had seen us slip 
from the greatest position of military strength at the end of world War 
II to a position of military impotence." Although examples of both in
ductive and deductive reasoning can be found in this speech, the deduct
ive method predominated. Goldwater would mention several specific ex

amples , often in the form of a rhetorical question, and then formulate 

a generalization or general application on the basis of these examples.

In assessing the logic of his arguments, several conclusions became 
apparent. In the first place, much of the reasoning used by the Senator 

was not supported by actual proof such as statistical evidence. The 
Senator frequently attempted to establish a cause-effect relationship 

between two events without providing the necessary proof. He also 
mentioned certain shortcomings of his opponent which he stated he would 
explain later in the campaign. The arguments of the Senator, however, 
were so phrased that they appeared to affect the audience directly. His 
use of emotional and ethical appeal were calculated to arouse those emot

ions in the audience which would be favorable to him. The Senator also 
made effective use of probabilities. By showing what took place when his 
opponent was in office, Goldwater suggested that if his opponent were 

returned to office it would be probable that the same results would take 

place again.
Exemplary of GoldwaterTs use of emotional and ethical appeal were
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such statements as these* "It is an inspiring and heartwarming experi
ence to come home, to once more see the stars unobscured, to once again 
feel the wind of Arizona on my face, to warm my heart before the flames 
of old friendships.” In this particular passage, the Senator shows his 
good will by being happy to return home. He appeals to the emotional 
feelings of appreciation of friendship and the patriotic love of one's 
home* Among the other emotional appeals made by the Senator were those 

relating to love of country, fear of war, hatred of governmental cor
ruption and waste, and the desire for human peace and dignity. Examples 

of these appeals include*
Your ancestors fought and died for freedom at Bunker Hill, pro

claiming the supremacy of the integrity of the individual, and the 
validity of freedom as an estate bequeathed to man by Almighty God, 
not to be tampered with, diluted or dissipated by petty tyrants, 
or political machines.

If we stop for a moment, if we listen carefully tonight we can 
hear the drums of Valley Forge. We can hear the bugles on Heart
break Ridge calling you and calling me to action and to sacrifice.

We have survived a period of hysteria following the launching of 
the first Russian satellite. We have subjected our military estab
lishment and our military commanders to great bursts of ill-informed 
public condemnation....as a free people moving forward toward a com
mon objective of peace with dignity, prosperity with honor, and 
responsible citizenship.

Goldwater's ethical appeal was made evident by his ability to identify his 

goals and ideals with those of the audience and thus create the impression 

of a good man seeking good. The following statements point this out*
I asked to be assigned the honor of representing you in the united 

States Senate....
I stand before you to eoBmenee an accounting of my stewardship, 

to provide you with an opportunity to judge me and to judge my actions 
against those promises I made to you....

I said I was one Republican who gave more than lip service to 
a balanced budget. I told you I believed individuals and individual 
local governments, city councils, county supervisors, and state 
legislators must demand an end to government subsidies, deficit 
financing, and living beyond our income.

In each of these excerpts, the Senator showed the audience that he was
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a good man opposed to those things that the listeners feared and disliked. 
The combination of the emotional and ethical appeals created an atmosphere 
of agreement from the very beginning of the speech.

Many of the ideas that were presented in the speech were not new, 
but were given in a new light which intensified the existing beliefs of 
the listeners. Senator Goldwater frequently listed specific examples 
which he followed with a generalization that perhaps was not always self- 
evident. The following specific examples were some from which he drew 

conclusions:
Do you remember... .how we bowed our heads in shame at the Truman 

scandals....
Do you remember the F.H.A. scandals, the jerry-built houses ap

proved by bureaucrats who served not the public interests....
Do you remember our foreign policy and the architect of that 

foreign policy....
And can you recall that arrogant conception of political office 

holders who proclaimed by their every action that our government 
belonged to them....

These specific examples were followed by the generalization or conclusion 
to the effect "that you and I being incompetent to manage our own affairs, 
should surrender that dictations of our lives to their planned economy, to 
their planned social structure." Senator Goldwater did not show that this 
might be have been the cause of them. He simply inferred that the generali
zation was true, with no specific data supporting it. Another example of 

this type of reasoning described "those prospectors of the Walker Party 

who first found pay dirt in the hills of Yavapai, those stalwart Mormon 
pioneers who came South from Utah, fortified with thrift, industry and 

faith." This was followed by the generalization that: "These men and

women....brought civilization to a wilderness, established a well-ordered 

society in a lawless land, and laid the foundation for all that is good
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and great and worthwhile in Arizona today."

The Senator’s tendency to oversimplify facts and to make general 

statements unsupported by facts is illustrated by his saying, "We had 
witnessed our government squander our tax money in a vain and futile 

effort to buy friends." Again he says, "They have robbed and individual 
of responsibility, hobbled his opportunities with unworkable legislation, 
all dedicated to promote an unrealistic society whose one goal must always 
be security." in each of these statements there was an inferred absolute 

explanation that was not established by fact. The Senator did not show 

that all foreign aid had been wasted or that individuality had been 

thwarted. These were simply general statements that sounded valid but 

were not factually documented.
This brief discussion of the Senator's use of logic and reason

ing perhaps has illustrated his tendency to oversimplify or overgeneralize 

his ideas. This tendency does not necessarily mean he destroyed his ef
fectiveness. On the contrary, a confident statement of his position, 
without burdening the listeners with a detailed explanation and present
ation of complex facts and statistics, probably was appreciated and even 

applauded.
To further comprehend the total effectiveness of this speech, 

it is necessary to consider the construction or composition of the speech 
itself. The first element of composition to be discussed is the intro

duction.

Senator Goldw&ter used the introduction to this speech to accomp

lish several things. The very opening line of the speech showed the good 
will of the speaker as he thanked the listeners for their demonstration
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of "friendship1’ in coming to listen. This statement flattered the 

audience and put them in a conoilatory frame of mind. The Senator also 

used the introduction to recognize not only the visible audience listen
ing in the Courthouse square, but also to acknowledge those who might 

have been listening on the radio. This opening statement displayed 
Goldwater1s obvious preparation for the specific speaking situation 
which featured both a visible and an invisible audience. From this point, 
the Senator continued the introduction in an enlarged emotional passage 
in which he again complimented the listeners. He began with a phrase 
which he was to repeat and use for emphasis ten different times in the 
remainder of the speech. This phrase, "six years ago,” set the mood for 
the entire speech and created interest, making the audience eager to 
hear what was to follow. The Senator perhaps did not awaken immediate 

interest with the introduction, but by the use of the personal pronouns 

me. I and you.he was able to identify himself with the audience and build 
the foundation for the major emphasis of the speech. Early in the address, 

he prepared the listeners for the general theme which was to follow by 

recalling the events of the past when he had last run for office. This 
reminiscent attitude also helped to show his good will and common bond 

with the audience#
The body of the speech, which is the second element of composition 

that deserves attention, was built on the foundation that was established 
in the introduction. The speaker sought to discredit his opponent and to 
show in contrast that Goldwater*s own time in office was well spent and 
was deserving of the reward of re-election. Frequently, though, this 
led the speaker to introduce elements that did not relate directly to
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the matter he was discussing, thereby damaging the total unity of the 
speech. As a whole, however, the speech was fairly coherent and unified. 
The most outstanding factor about the body of the speech was the smooth 
sequence of presentation that characterized the greater portion. This 
address seemed to flow, with the words and phrases all fitting together 

to create a definite mood. Although Goldwater selected transitions that 
generally tied the thought patterns together effectively, occasionally 
the transitions were not apparent, thus requiring the audience to juap 

from one idea to another. As he reached the middle of the speech, the 

Senator attempted to relate the matters he had been discussing to the 
specific purpose of the speech. The success of these attempts was achieved 

primarily by the use of repetition for emphasis. He repeated the same 
idea in different words and connected them with his basic plearfor re- 
election. He reported his actions as a representative and asked to be 
judged in the light of these actions. At no time did the Senator actually 
state that he wanted the votes of the listeners. Instead, he inferred 
that his actions justified his re-election and that the actions of his 
opponent did not. He showed indignation at the things his opponent had 

done in office, and blamed his political rivals for the unfortunate situ
ations that had arisen, both nationally and internationally. An example 

of this occured near the middle of the speech when the Senator stated *
....were it not for the dreadful urgencies of our international 

situation and the spendthrift attitude of the majority leaders of 
the Congress, I believe it would be balanced today....our then 
Junior Senator, Ernest McFarland, voted just as his boss told him 
to vote-for the reduction in military strength.

When the Republican Administration of Dwight D. Eisenhower took 
office, it inherited from the Truman regime a haphazard military 
establishment....

Goldwater praised members of his own party for their accomplishments and
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stated that he would further elaborate on these in the remainder of the 
campaign.

Under the Republican Administration we have built and we now have 
in operation the only fleet of nuclear submarines in the world.

We have launched our own satellites into orbit. We have operat
ional missiles in being.

I can report to you that this administration has adopted the re
commendations of the Cordiner Report to end the wasteful training 
and release of skilled men in the Armed Forces.

I can report of my stewardship that this administration has de
veloped and exploited the power of the atom, both for war and for 
peace.

And I can join with you, expressing our humble gratitude to 
President Eisenhower who ended the Korean War and stopped that 
agony of death and destruction.

When he discussed his own actions, he again used ethical appeal by at

tempting to show his humility in achieving good.

I supported the introduction of this legislation. I arranged 
for committee hearings to be held in Arizona, and while no final 
bill can ever contain all that is desired by a single Senator, I 
am humbly proud of having been privileged to work on this first 
step toward the re-establishment of individual responsibility, and 
the limitation of Federal dictation.

Onoe again in this speech Senator Goldwater challenged his opponent to
meet with him in public debate to state their respective positions on the
important issues in the campaign. In delineating the issues. Senator
Goldwater repreated the phrase, "Do we want to go back with Mao," which
carried a definite connotative meaning. He used the phrase to show that

the program and ideas of his opponent were not desirable to anyone.

In the conclusion of this address, the Senator spoke in very gen

eral terms, using emotional and ethical appeal. This ending contained no 

summary of the entire speech, but only a final appeal to the patriotism 

and loyalty of the audience. Although there was a definite note of fin

ality in the conclusion, it did not establish conclusively the speaker's 
main theme, or even insure that the audience would be in the proper emot

ional state when the speaker had finished. Since the speech had not con-
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oentrated attention on any one particular idea, however, the conclusion 
was adequate. In fact, the general nature of the conclusions was charact

eristic of the entire speech which covered so many different topics in a 
cursory manner. This does not necessarily mean that the speech was not 
well constructed, since the speaker was seeking only to create a general 

opinion in the audience and not to win conviction on any specific issue.
He did however, demonstrate the weaknesses and unfavorable actions of 
his opponent as compared to his own strong and favorable actions.

Throughout, Goldwater adapted this speech to the audience. He 
addressed those listening at home, as well as those listening in the 
Courthouse square. His use of personal pronouns helped to make the au
dience feel a part of the events he discussed. His audience adaptation 

and use of repetition were effective elements of composition.

There remains in the examination of style, a final element of 
composition. It is in the pattern of language that the speaker achieved 
his greatest success. The words and phrases were chosen to impart the 
precise meaning the Senator intended. His use of language also accounts 

for most of his success in the use of emotional and ethical appeal. The 
language of this speech was concrete when necessary and always colorful. 

The use of figures of speech helped to paint the picture of what the 
Senator was describing. For instance, he alludes to "....the alphabetical 
red tape which spins its grasping spider web around every human activity 
today." Again, he personified federal bureaucracy as a "....power which 
stretches its fingers into the lives of every individual enterprise, and 
every individual wage-earner.* These examples of metaphor and person!-
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fication were typical of the language used by the Senator throughout the 
speech.

He also made good use of epithets, such as: "the disciples of 
collectivism," "the superior social planner," "the architects of the 

New Deal and the Fair Deal....Big business, big unions, big government...
The authority....the Truman regime, a haphazard military establishment... 

the entrenched advocates...." All of these examples illustrate the use 
to which the speaker put the language in transmitting his thoughts and ideas.

The basic sentence structure throughout the speech was smooth and 

rhythmical which also helped to create the proper mood. One of the best 

examples of this inherent rhythm is illustrated by this passage.
On the rolling hills above the banks of Granite Creek,almost 

within the sound of my voice tonight, there stands a cluster of 
grey stone and cement buildings on the site of old Fort Whipple, 
long since converted to a military hospital, and there tonight 
the veterans of World War I and World War II live out their lives 
of silent sacrifice that this concept of the dignity of man might 
not perish from our earth.

This type of smooth flowing sentence structure fit into the lofty and 
inspiring nature of the entire address. The overall pattern of thinking 
in the speech also presented the predominant style of a literary narrative. 
The speaker was talking with the audience yet he was also recounting a 

story or series of events. The style of the speech appealed to the list

eners primarily because of the obvious honesty displayed by the speaker.
This honesty was exhibited in his choice of subject, examples, and 

language.
Senator Goldwater was clearly successful in selecting a subject 

which was suited to the audience and the occasion. With such a hetero
geneous audience, with their many diversified interests and attitudes and 
opinions, it was wise to choose a topic which was broad in scope and



coverage. Generally he handled his material or evidence effectively, 
although he did not establish a clear logical thought pattern. He was 
seeking to create a mood and general opinion and this speech displayed 

this purpose. The Senator could have improved his effectiveness by 
working for a more lucid and concise organizational pattern in the con
struction of the speech, which would have enabled the listeners to follow 
him more readily. The introduction set the general tone for the remainder 
of the address, and the conclusion added a note of finality with a strong 
emotional appeal. Although the body of the speech could have been im

proved by the use of better transitions, the total effect of the speech ’ 
"may be evaluated as effective. Adapting his ideas to fit the require

ments of the situation and the occasion, and using honesty and ethical 

appeal to win the attention and favorable opinion of the listeners,
Senator Goldwater made the speech effective.

TELEVISION SPEECH
The final speech to be analyzed,"Compulsory Unionism," was de

livered by Senator Goldwater in a television broadcast during the period 
from October twenty-third to November third, in nineteen fifty eight.
The characteristics peculiar to the audience and the occasion for this 
speech have been examined. With this background information regarding the 
external speech factors in view, the internal speech factors are examined.

The subject of the speech, as the title indicates, dealt with the 
general problem area of labor relations, specifically the question of com
pulsory unionism. Generally, the speech was the informative type even 

though it was a political campaign appeal. The speakerrs purpose was to
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explain to the audience his conception of the definition of compulsory 
unionism and what it meant in application. Although this purpose was 

immediately identifiable and quite limited, the speaker also displayed 

an underlying aim of gaining the acceptance of his ideas. In this 
respect, the address had a persuasive undertone as the Senator sought 
to convince the listeners to accept his ideas.

The obvious purpose as well as the underlying one were suitable 
to the speaker, the audience, and the occasion for several reasons. As 
a candidate for public office, the speaker was under an obligation to 
inform the public of his policy positions and beliefs on important quest
ions affecting the listeners. The Senator*s explanation of his inter

pretation of the meaning of compulsory unionism was a suitable subject 

for a speech to his constituents• Further, from internal evidence with

in the speech itself, the question of the meaning of compulsory unionism 
was one which at least some members of the audience desired to have clari

fied by the speaker. The Senator stated; ni still find people in Arizona 
who ask me what do you mean by compulsory unionism.". The subject, how
ever, was poorly suited to the time limits of the speech. Serious ob
jections might validly be raised to an assumption that a thorough and 
comprehensive explanation of compulsory unionism was adequately covered 
in the five minute limit of the speech. In point of fact, however, the 
speaker overtly specified that he was discussing only what compulsory 
unionism meant to him, not giving adetailed analysis of the intricacies 
of the issues.

After stating his purpose early in the speech. Senator Goldwater 

followed a simple, easily understood plan to realize his goal. The de



velopment of the plan was aided "by the use of carefully selected and 
generalized examples and illustrations, which were used as supporting 

evidence throughout the speech. For example he stated* “Dictatorial 

union bosses with headquarters in Washington or Detroit or New York, men 
who 've grown rich and powerful by extorting money from the pay envelopes 
of the wage-earners of America are determined to eliminate senator Barry 
Goldwater on November 4th.M Another example read* “They promise to 

picket the plant with outside paid packeteers. They say they1!! stop 
trucks from making deliveries or p i c k - u p s . . T h e s e  examples were 
charged with emotional overtones, creating a definite view of the question. 
Further, the examples and references alluded to supposed facts, however, 
there was only one indication of any source for this information, and that 
was extremely general in nature. The Senator simply said* “I*ve heard 
thousands of words of testimony before the McClellan Rackets Committee#

I*ve heard American citizens pleading for protection against the power 
of union bosses#" At no time did Senator Goldwater actually give specific 
examples of individuals who had been forced by compulsory unionism to 

join the union as he implied. He stated* "Have you read about the vio
lence in Tennessee where the Teamsters Union used hired thugs and goons 
to destory the independent truckers who wouldn’t force their drivers to 

join the union? I’ve heard about it. I’ve heard thousands of words of 

testimony before the McClellan Rackets Committee." The Senator did name 
specifically several well known organized labor leaders, all of whom, had 

recently received nation-wide condemnation for their union activities.
The use of this material by the speaker was highly emotional in tone.
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and, therefore, limited an objective investigation of compulsory unionism. 
The Senator reported that* "A Jimmy Hof fa, or a Dave Beck, or a Johnny 
Dio or a Walter Reuther, or an Bail Matey enters the office of a plant 
owner or manager. They demand that the boss sign a union contract and 
compel all of his employees to join the union and pay dues to them." 
Despite the objections this use of evidence might provoke on logical 
grounds, the development fitted the purpose of the speaker» There was 

only one reference to statistical evidence, a generalization which again 

was undocumented. This reference stated$ "They don't want anyone to 

challenge their right to collect six or seven-hundred-mi11ion dollars a 

year and spent it as they please." Regardless of the shortcomings of the 
evidence employed by the speaker, it was probably highly interesting and 

motivating to the listeners due primarily to its emotional overtones. A 

sub-plan was also developed by the Senator in which he answered the 

charges that he was anti-labor. He said; "They tell you Barry Goldwater 
is against the unions, I am not against the unions, but I am against 

graft and corruption and compulsion."
In developing his argument. Senator Goldwater used inductive 

reasoning. He listed instances of union activity and then formed his 
conclusion which was based directly upon these. He concluded: ",... in 
the past twenty years, the unions•have attained such a position of un

restricted power that they can force men to join a:.union.and pay dues.

Now this is compulsory unionism." An examination of his logic reveals 

that the examples were perhaps not fair and typical of the total prob

lem, even though they perhaps could have been true. From the manner in 

which they were presented, it is indicated that these examples were 

hypothetical making the generalization extremely difficult to support.
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In addition to the inductive reasoning employed by Goldwater, there was 
an underlying inference in his argument that identified graft and cor

ruption with compulsion. The cause-effect relationship, or in fact any 

relationship between corruption and compulsion was never established.
He suggested; nl am not against the unions, but I am against graft and 
corruption and compulsion. I am against violence, and I shall continue 
to fight for the rights of the individual working man— for his right to 
know how his dues money will be spent....n The argument was so designed 
that the issues involved seemed to apply directly to the listeners. Gold- 
water in explaining compulsion in unionism showed how the inherent evil 
he saw in it would apply to every man and woman in all facets of their 

lives. For example he stated:
Here in America we don't make a man join a church and put a 

percentage of his income in the collection plate. We don't force 
a man to be either a Republican or a Democrat, or to live in Maine 
or in California, Florida or Arizona, but in the past twenty years, 
the unions have attained such a position of unrestricted power that 
they can force men to join a union and pay dues. Now this is com
pulsory unionism.

The greatest success in the use of evidence was achieved by the 
Senator in arousing the emotions of the audience. All of the examples 
and arguments were direct emotional appeals. The Senator cited this 

examples; "If the boss is reluctant to force his employees to join a 
union, they (union leaders) threaten to destroy the business. They pro
mise to picket the plant with outside paid picketeers."

The use of emotional appeal is further revealed by a closer ex
amination of the composition of the speech. With the opening statement 

of his introduction. Senator Goldwater set the stage for the type of 

speech he delivered. The statement was abrupt and concise. In three
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short sentences, he painted a background picture for the main theme.
He stated* -

Fellow Arizonans, let*6 lay the cards on the table. Let's face 
the bitter truth and try to understand it. Dictatorial union bosses 
with headquarters in Washington, Detroit or New York, men who're 
grown rich and powerful by extorting money from the pay envelopes 
of the wage-earners of America, are determined to eliminate Senator 
Barry Goldwater on November 4th.

The Senator's forthright wording undoubtedly aroused the initial interest 

of the audience. The assertion that out-of-state labor union leaders 
were threatening the Senator gave reason for continued interest. The 

next paragraph prepared the listeners generally for the remainder of the 

speech. On the basis of these factors, therefore, the introduction was 
effective in performing its basic function.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of this speech was its con
centration on one single issue. The body of the speech exhibited clear 
unity since the unidimensional topic of compulsory unionism was adhered 
to consistently throughout the speech. The body of the speech further 

displayed coherence and clarity of structure as it proceeded to develop 

the ideas that were introduced in the early portion. The speaker ach
ieved emphasis primarily through elaboration of his basic position. He 
considered only one interpretation of compulsory unionism as valid and 

built his position on this.

The conclusion of this address was typical of the whole. It 
rested entirely on an emotional appeal to the audience for its success. 

He demonstrated honesty and good will by: stating concisely his position 
and suggesting that the listeners should judge for themselves the merits 
of his interpretation of compulsory unionism. He stated in this passage*
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"You be the judge of that (the truth of his statements). You ask your

self whether you agree with compulsory unionism. 1*11 tell you where I 
stand. I oppose it and 1*11 continue to oppose it." This last statement 
of tiie conclusion was clear, concise and final, letting the audience know 
that this was the end*

Throughout the speech Goldwater adapted his presentation to apply 
specifically to an Arizona audience. He addressed his opening remarks to 
"Fellow Arizonans," and continued to use the personal pronoun you to show 
how the problem affected the listeners. By using the personal pronoun 

you, the Senator identified the whole question of compulsory unionism with 

the listeners and made them feel directly affected by the question. This 
technique was fully employed in the short conclusion which contained eleven 

different uses of the words you, your or yourself*

The use of the personal pronoun was only one aspect of Goldwater*s 
total language pattern which constituted an important element of his style*
He selected words and phrases which provided the necessary concreteness, 
as well as conveyed the proper emotional appeal. The general language 
level of this speech can be described as colloquial with a use of colorful 
terms. The entire speech was punctuated by slogans or figures of speech 
used to promote the emotional tone Senator Goldwater was seeking. Examples 
of this type of language include: "let’s lay the cards on the table,"
"let’s face the bitter truth," "dictatorial union bosses," "extorting money," 

"threaten to destroy," and "unrestricted power."

The basic sentence structure throughout the speech was concise 
and pointed, almost abrupt. This technique conveyed the feeling of urgency 

and importance of the topic. The predominant style was narrative, as op

posed to the literary, logical or imaginative, since Goldwater explained
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to the audience his position.

On the whole, the speech was effective in demonstrating the 

purpose of the speaker and in creating the proper atmosphere fcr the 

audience. The speaker could have improved his effectiveness by provid
ing documented evidence to support his position instead of relying only 

on generalizations. The use of emotional appeal precluded the listeners* 
considering the issue on the basis of fact or logic. In the limited time, 
however, the Senator selected a method to achieve his purpose and adhered 
to it consistently.

In assessing the internal speech factors of three selected ad
dresses from Barry Goldwater,s 1958 senatorial campaign in Arizona, it 
may be concluded that the Senator achieved effectiveness by selecting 

subjects that were of interest and concern to his audiences, by using 
evidence that supported his purpose, by developing composition that con

veyed his meaning, and by employing a style that showed a command of lang

uage and thought patterns. This analysis has also demonstrated certain 
areas in which the Senator might have improved his effectiveness, but 
which are of such a subjective nature that they will be discussed in the 
following chapter as a part of the total evaluation.



CHAPTER IV -

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions from the proceeding analysis of the selected 
speeches of Senator Barry M. Goldwater merit consideration in ,the total 
evaluation of his speaking effectiveness. In order to interpret these 
conclusions of the speaker*s effectiveness in this campaign, it is im
perative, therefore, to explore the campaign results.

Senator Goldwater*s primary objective in giving speeches during 
the campaign was to win the election; therefore, it must be concluded that 

he successfully achieved his purpose for in the 1958 campaign Barry Gold- 
water received a total of 164,593 votes while Ernest McFarland received 

120,030. Senator Goldwater with a plurality of 35,563 votes defeated 

McFarland with a margin five times larger than his 1952 victory which 
gave him a plurality of only 6,725 votes. The Republicans polled 56.1% 

of the state's total vote in 1958 as compared to 43.9% for the Democrats. ̂ 5
Since the proceeding statistics demonstrate that Senator Goldwater*s 

primary purpose for his speech-making was realized, some attention should 
be directed toward an investigation of the other determinants of his ef
fectiveness as a public speaker. It is necessary to remember that only 
three of Senator Goldwater*s 1958 campaign speeches were analy%@d. The

^America Votes 3 (sic), ed. Richard gcammon, under auspices of 
Governmental Affairs Institute (Pittsburg* University of Pitts. press,
1959), p. 23 •
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conclusions posited, therefore, are a result of a limited, though re
presentative, sampling of the Senator1s entire campaign speaking. On 
the basis of the analysis, the following conclusions were reached regard

ing the speakerfs effectiveness.
The Senator*s manner of speaking exhibited several characteristics 

which helped him achieve his purpose. The first of these was audience 
appeal. Among the several techniques the Senator used in appealing to 
his listeners was a concerted effort to apply the subject of his speech 

directly to the audience. In employing this device, Goldwater relied 

heavily upon the use of personal pronouns and terms of familiarity. All 
of his speeches exhibited an abundance of these terms. The Senator's 

frequent use of this technique may be explained by his philosophy of 
effectiveness which suggested that this device was one of the major 
methods of acquiring agreement, m  addition to identifying the nature 
of the problem with the listeners, this speaking device also gave an 
informal and conversational tone to the speeches by which Goldwater 
related the most remote problems to his audience.

A second method Senator Goldwater employed in creating audience 

appeal was use of the generalization. Throughout his speeches, state
ments relating to fact appeared in broad general terms. Although the 

Senator frequently elucidated his main theme with quite specific ex

amples and illustrations, the major premise or idea always was phrased 
in a broad nature. This speaking device helped Goldwater to impart a 

particular set of thoughts or ideas without having to account for minute 
details or applications. Occasionally, however, his use of this technique 
led the Senator into an oversimplification of the problem. By relying
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upon generalities GoId water damaged the validity of his arguments and 
created logical difficulties which were not resolved." An element of 
this technique of generalization that further hindered miderstanding was 
the speaker's failure to define or limit important concepts and terms. 
This failure also produced logical questions which usually remained un
answered.

Another technique used by the Senator involved his ability to 

turn the tables on his opponent. Incorporating this device, Goldwater 

would select direct quotations made by his opponent and then show how 

they were either inherently fallacious, or that the opponent was contra
dicting himself.

The Senator followed the turning of the tables with the device 

of mild invective. After he had demonstrated the incongruities of the 
opponent's own words, he would add his criticism of the opponent. Oc

casionally, depending on the nature of the topic and the situation, the 

Senator's remarks were strong and extremely sarcastic, bordering on the 
caustic. Generally, however. Senator Goldwater exhibited an awareness of 
how far to carry his criticism and/or sarcastic remarks. He often used 
humor and wit to cushion the effect of his invective. Although most of 
his speaking was of a serious nature, it was not devoid of humor, which 
undoubtedly helped relieve tension.

The final and most important technique employed by the Senator 

to gain the attention of the audience was the emotional appeal. Of all 
the devices used by the Senator, this was the most readily observed. It 
oooured in every speech read and was predominant in the speeches selected
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for analysis*
The Senator's choice of subject, of language, and even of oc

casion arose from his cognizance of the amount of emotional impact neces
sary to command attention. This appeal m s  used in conjuction with all 

of the other speaking devices employed by the Senator. Recognition of 

the importance of emotional appeal was basic to Goldwater*s philosophy 
of interpersonal communioation. Numerous examples of his use of this 

technique have been given. These demonstrate the Senator’s ability to 
make his own position appear most favorable. The Senator’s heavy re
liance upon emotional appeal demonstrated his keen insight into the 
nature of human motivations. He was able to discover those emotions 
which many people shared and to concentrate his appeal on these.

Senator Goldwater* s manner of delivery was another characteristic 

contributing to his speaking effectiveness. His ability to exhibit hon

esty and sincerity through his style of delivery increased his effective
ness. His use of vocal variety, and the mellow-masculine quality of his 
voice enabled him to adapt his delivery to the demands of the subject, the 

audience and the occasion. Goldwater might have improved his delivery 
and hence his effectiveness by a more studied use of gesture and bodily 
movement. prom the proceeding investigation, it was determined that the 

Senator did not develop his capacity to use effective, meaningful gestures. 
Perhaps, however, his facility for speaking extemporaneously and convey
ing confidence and conviction in so doing, compensated for his less ef
fective use of gesture.

Another characteristic of Barry Goldwater’s speaking which helped 
determine his effectiveness, was his method of organization. Here Gold-
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water displayed competence not only in handling a series of diverse topics 
within a single speech, but also competence in concentrating his entire 
attention on a single issue® Generally, the Senator*s organizational 
pattern was adequate; however, his speeches frequently showed a failure 
to provide lucid transitions. His organization did not exhibit a clear 
logical development, which reduced his effectiveness by requiring that 
the listeners disregard logical omissions.

In addition to the shortcomings of Goldwater*s organization, his 
use of evidence further limited his total effectiveness. This character

istic of his speaking has been explored in some detail. Generally, Gold- 
water* s speeches did not incorporate factual evidence as a basis for his 
belief. His failure to provide documentation or authority for many of 

his statements diminished their validity.
Although the proceeding conclusions were based on the speeches 

given by Senator Goldwater during the 1958 campaign, they may still be 
considered valid at the present time on the basis of personal observations 
of the Senator*s current speaking technique. Since his style has not 
altered fundamentally, as far as can be determined, during the last three 
years, the conclusions and observation of this study should prove advan
tageous for assessing his next political campaign.

On the basis of the analysis of the selected speeches given dur

ing the 1958 campaign, the Senator was successful in achieving his general 
purpose. He showed the ability to select and develop ideas that were 
favorable to his goals and philosophy. His capacity for self-expression 

helped him command the attention of his listeners, while his inherent



honesty and sincerity in the development of his topics showed & re

cognition of the moral obligation placed upon policy and decision makers. 
Although Goldvrater supported a formalized, doctrinaire position, he did 

not refuse to hear opposition or objection. To assume his speaking alone 

won the election would be fallacious indeed, although, it was an important 
factor in his success*

To state that the Senator is generally an effective speaker does 
not, however, assume that he has no shortcomings. On the contrary, as 
has already been intimated, Goldwater’s effectiveness can be improved if 
he will make a concerted effort to master the techniques of clear and 
logical organization in his speeches. Further, the Senator will find 
greater speaking success if he will-Incorporate more logical and less 
emotional appeal as a basis for proof and belief. His high degree of 

personal conviction does much to win admiration from his listeners; how

ever, it does not assure agreement. By maintaining his innate zeal for 
his beliefs and by incorporating a carefully thought out factual deline
ation of the problem. Senator Goldwater can maximize his speaking abilities, 

while the addition of a cogent philosophical explanation of his position 
will help dispel objections.

In review. Senator Goldwater has the personal appeal, the physi

cal bearing, the vocal control, the proper moral qualifications, and 
the apparent intellectual interest to become an effective formulator 
of policy and action. He exemplifies what determination and persistence 
may accomplish for the public speaker. Senator Goldwater has something 
to communicate. He achieves effectiveness as he communicates his desires 
and beliefs.



SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT ON THE COPPER SITUATION 

Stardust Hotel Yuma, Arizona August 27, .1958

It’s great to be back in Arizona and away from the fogs and the 

steaming humidity of Washington, D.C.
It is encouraging to find the people of Arizona confident of 

their future and willing to work for a better tomorrow. Our nation is 
strong and prosperous. Since the election of President Eisenhower, we 

have not been recklessly involved in a shooting war. This administration 

has sought to keep the peace and at the same time be prepared to defend 
that concept of the dignity of the individual and the freedom of man

kind expressed in the government of our Constitutional Republic.

You will recall that when I appeared in Yuma six years ago 

Americans were fighting and dying in Korea in a bloody conflict 

which your then-Junior Senator McFarland callously described as 
a "cheap war.*

Here at home I have discovered -the same old voices of despair 
preaching gloom and doom. When Governor McFarland announced his 

candidacy for the Senate, he sought to revive and exploit that old 
bogeyman; depression. In doing that, he appears to be lost in foggy 
political ego enshrouded in a short memory.

Governor McFarland has repeatedly called for a clean campaign. 

May I suggest the campaign be not only clean, but honest..
In Bisbee last Wednesday night, the Governor boasted of his 

efforts to raise the peril point and tariff on copper. He made a speech 
about this to the Governor’s Conference. And now he claims full credit 

for the authorship of legislation recommending a four-cent aimport (sic)
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tax to be imposed whenever the price of copper drops below 30 cents 
per pound.

May I remind the Governor that the Governor1s Conference is 

a quasi-social gathering and does not introduce or enact rational 

legislation. That function is carried on in the Congress of the United 
States..

On January 16, 1958, Arizona*# Senior Senator Carl Hayden 
and your Junior Senator Barry Goldvater introduced Senate Bill No. 2998 

to establish the peril point on copper at 30 cents per pound and to 
increase the tariff imposed at the peril point from two to four cents.

Gentlemen, I read that proposed legislation carefully and I 

can assure you Governor McFarland1s name was not on that bill as 

a sponsor.
In Bisbee last Wednesday night, the Governor with perhaps 

excusable pride referred to "the tariff compromise I helped work out 
years ago when I was a member of the United States Senate,11

May I remind the Governor of his Recorded action on this 
subject when he was a member of the Senate?

The 81st Congress had before it a proposal by Senator Killi- 
ken to retain the peril point clause in the Reciprocal Trade Agree
ment Act, a piece of legislation calculated to protect the men and 

women in the western half of the United States whose welfare depends 
upon a healthy mining industry.

And Senator McFarland is on the Record as having voted against 
the Milliken Amendment. :

When the amendment was defeated, a proposal was made to re
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consider the legislation*

And Senator McFarland voted to table the motion to reconsider*
What is more, McFarland voted to extend for three years instead 

of two this lack of protection for the working western miner.
Then, Senator Malone of Nevada offered a compromise measure 

designed to protect the western miner from the unfair competition 
of metals produced abroad by native laborers earning as little as 
$17 per month.

And McFarland also voted against the Malone Amendment.

This is the man who now says “Arizona Gomes,First.”

Where was his concern for Arizona when they called the roll 

that five times in the 81st Congress?

Senator Carl Hayden and I did our best to repair the damage 

done to Arizona’s copper miners by McFarland in the 81st Congress 

and to establish the peril point at 30 cents and the duty at four cents.
When this bill failed to come out of committee, we supported 

the passage of the Domestic Minerals Stabilization Act, and that 
legislation did pass the Senate. And may I quote from a letter 
addressed to me by Samuel H. Morris, Chairman of the Arizona Copper 

Tariff Board.

Sam Morris, and you all know him, as a fine gentleman, an 

active Democrat, constantly concerned with the welfare of Arizona’s 

mining industry. This letter was written in Globe, Arizona, on July 
15, 1958;

“On behalf of the Arizona Copper Tariff Board and personally,. I wish 

to thank you for the splendid service which you performed in securing
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the passage of S, 4,036, being the Domestic Minerals Stabilization 
Act, that embraces the purchase of 150,000 tons of copper* The excellent 

statements that you have made on the floor of the Senate respecting 

this legislation and particularly the speech you made vhen the bill 
was up for action contributed greatly to its favorable consideration,#

I must report to you the Democrat controlled House under the 
leadership of Governor McFarland*s great friend Sam Rayburn killed 

the Minerals Stabilization Act in the Congress just ended.
The Governor has boasted of his influence with the Congress,

He ahs implied that this year he was able, merely by a telephone call 
to Speaker Sam, to get certain legislation on the floor and passed.

This claim is about as far-fetched as some of the other foggy state
ments the Governor has been making. But if he could do this— and 

he said he did do it in at least one instance— did he forget to 
call about this legislation which would have meant a great deal to 

the men and women who work in the copper industry in Arizona?
There’s one more thing Governor McFarland said in Bisbee 

that deserves comment. He was guoted as saying: nWe need a copper 

tariff, not a subsidy.*

The Governor is nine long years late in learning that truth.

In the 81st Congress he worked out what he called a *tariff compro
mise." What he actually did was compromise the Arizona mining industry 

by surrendering the Accent copper tariff that had been in effect to 

the reciprocal trade principle and his own personal political ambitions.

When he should have been fighting to restore the copper tariff* 

he voted against it. How, nine years later he wants to be rewarded
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for that deed.

That area of lov; visibility v.'hich seens to be affecting the 
Governor evidently prevented him from recognizing that when he uttered 

these charges against me in Bisbee, claiming that I had failed to 
concern inyslef with one of Arizona's major problems, he was necessarily 
condemning with the seme broad defamatory brush Senator Carl Hayden, 
a gentleman who I like and respect and with whom I worked shoulder 
to shoulder in the last Congress no (sic) only on the copper problem 
but on dozens of other situations which promise to affect the present 

and the future of the people of Arizona.
The professional publicists who surround the Governor have 

constantly pictured him as the man responsible for every reclamation 
project ever established in Arizona. Reading the carefully prepared 

handouts, it would appear that the Pinal County judge brought every 
drop of precious water to our arid state. And if Arizona really 
"comes first," why is it that Governor "IcFarland has actively opposed 
the. efforts of the people, of Yuma County to develop and use the water 
in the Colorado River for irrigation and domestic purposes?

If Arizona really "comes first" with you. Governor McFarland, 
then the people of Arizona are entitled to know where you stand on 

every issue affecting the future. And I respectfully invite you to 
appear with me on the television and on the platform before the 

people of Arizona to seriously debate the issues and dispel the 
fog your ghost-writers have created.



OPENING CAMPAIGN SPEECH OF BARRY GOLDWATER 
Prescott,- Arizona September 10, 1958

I thank you for this warn welcome, for this demonstra

tion of your friendship, and for your friendliness. I am grateful 
to all of you who are gathered here on this Courthouse square, 
and I send greetings to you who are seated by your radio in other 
sections of our great State.

It is an inspiring and heartwarming experience to come home, 
to once more see the stars unobscured, to once again feel the wind 
of Arizona on my face, to warm ay heart before the flames of 

old friendships.
This, for me, is a sentimental journey. Six years ago this 

month, in this same Courthouse square, I presented my candidacy 
to the voters of Arizona. I solicited your support*.I asked to be 

assigned the honor of representing you in the United States Senate, 

Six years ago, our nation was involved in what Harry Truman called 
a “Police Action in Korea,® a police action which cost us the lives 
of more than 122,000 American boys.

Our domestic economy was struggling to accommodate itself 
to the experimentation of seven years of the Truman Fair Deal, 

with its expanding governmental bureaucracy, its increasing 

central authority, its economic tinkering, its government by crisis 
and confusion.

We were ending a sad, seven year span in the life of the 

American Republic, which had seen us slip from the greatest position 

of military strength at the end of World War II to a position of
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military impotence.

In those seven years, 500,000,000 human beings had become 

captive of the red Communist dictatorship.. With agony in our hearts, 
we had witnessed our government squander our tax money overseas in a 

vain and futile effort to buy friends.
Do you remember, my friends, how we bowed our heads in shame 

at the Truman scandals, at the spectacle of Communists unmasked in 

high positions of Government trust?
Do you remember the F.H.A. scandals, the jerry-built houses 

approved by bureaucrats who served not the public interests, but the 

personal political interest of their cronies?

Do you remember our foreign policy and the architect of that 

foreign policy who said that he would not turn his tack on Alger Hiss, 
a proven unrepentant perjurer?

And can you recall that arrogant conception of political 
office holders who proclaimed by their every action that our govern
ment belonged to them; that our lands and our treasuries were their 
personal possession; that you and I, being incompetent to manage our 

own affairs, should surrender the dictation of our lives to their 
planned economy, to their planned social structure?

This land, and the governmental institutions of our free 
Republic, belong to you. Your ancestors fought and died for freedom 

at Bunker Hill, proclaiming the supremacy of the integrity of the 
individual, and the validity of freedom as an estate bequeathed to 

man by Almighty God, not to be tampered with, diluted or dissipated 

by petty tyrants or political machines*
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On the rolling hills above the banks of Granite Creek, almost 

vithing the sound of my voice tonight, there stands a cluster of grey 

stone and cement buildings on the site of old Fort Whipple, long since 
converted to a military hospital, and there tonight, the veterans of 
World War I and World War II live out their lives' of silent sacrifice 
that this concept of the dignity of man might not perish from our earthc

Some of you in this square, and many of you listening to my 
voice tonight served overseas in World War I, you fought side by side 
in World War II, and in Korea - ready to offer, if need be, your lives 

on the alter of freedom.
This is your land. This is your government, bought and paid 

for with your blood and your sacrifice.

And this young land of ours was conquered by those pioneers 
who came Westward in their Conestoga wagons, those trappers and traders 

who traveled the mountain wilderness, those prospectors of the Walker 
Party who first found pay dirt in the hills of Yavapai, those stalwart 

Mormon pioneers who came South from Utah, fortified with thrift, 

industry and faith.
These men and women, by individual initiative, by energy 

and hard labor, and by sheer grit and courage, brought civilization 
to a wilderness, established a well-ordered society in a lawless 
land, and laid the foundation for all that is good and great and 
worthwhile in Arizona today.

And they accomplished all this without benefit of federal 

subsidies, without any of the alphabetical red tape which spins its 

grasping spider web around every human activity today.
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Freedom waa not easily won, nor will it be easily kept.

These are perilous times, and the forces of greed and selfishness, 
the personal ambition of evil men, the alien doctrine of an anti- 
Orhistian philosophy, threaten to engulf our world.

The drums and the bugles are silent. The call for minute-men to 
spring to action is an almost forgotten phrase from our history books. 
Science is supreme.

We’ve penetrated the Space Age, we are talking of sending a 
manned rocket to the moon. The magnitude of the destructive forces of 
the atom is almost too great for use to grasp. :e are prosperous, 
apathetic, contented, and self-indulgent.

Our work week has been reduced to five days, five days of no 
more than eight hours each with frequent coffee breaks. Television 
brings the entertainment world into our living rooms. M e are better 
housed, enjoy, a better diet, and more lusury than any people anywhere 
else on the fact of the earth, and yet we are uneasy, and concerned.

We consume aspirin by the million pounds monthly. M e take 
alcohol and stimulants to pep us up, and Milltown to slow us down.
M e  are all frantically, engaged in a race to get somewhere, but that 
goal is no longer clear before us.

V/e seem to have lost our way, to have deserted those moral 
principles which gave force and direction to the first faltering years 
of the American Republic. If we stop for a moment, if we listen care
fully tonight, we can hear the drums of Valley Forge. V/e can hear 
the bugles on Heartbreak Ridge calling you and calling me to action 
and to sacrifice. This time the arena is not a bloody battlefield
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with mortar fire and star shells, but a battle for the minds of men, 
to be settled for the moment in the ballot boxes on election day.

The disciples of collectivism, the superior social planners, 
the architects of the New Deal and the Fair Deal, have served their 
cause with distinction. They have enlisted adherents by the thousands. 
When it suits their purpose, they employ force and violence. When 
they feel their ends are better served another way, they beguile with 
honeyed phrases and that neverfailing attractive bait of something 
for nothing.

To accomplish their, purposes, they have created in the Fed
eral bureaucracy a power which stretches its fingers into the lives 
of every individual enterprise, and every individual wage-earner.
They have nourished inflation. They have perpetuated high taxes. They 
have created the giants of Big Business, Big Unions, and Big Govern
ment. They have robbed the individual of responsibility, hobbled his 
opportunities with unworkable legislation, all dedicated to promote 
an unrealistic society whose one goal must always be security.

In this life, my friends, there is no security. In nature, the 
lion eats the lamb, the big fish eat the little fish, and you and I 
don't even, own tomorrow.

The true security available to mankind lies in responsible 
obedience to those moral laws proclaimed by God, which give force 
and direction, and creative meaning to life itself.

Six years ago, you sought an end to that agony of the Korean 
Viaro Six years ago, you turned your backs upon the servants and 
disciples of the New Deal and the Fair Deal to reestablish in Wash
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ington, D.G., an administration which would regard itself as the 
servant and not the master of the people. Sib: years ago, you and I 

challenged this threat to the dignity of nan. Six years ago, you 

delegated to me the responsibility of speaking for you in the Congress 
of the United States.

And, tonight, I stand before you to commence an accounting 
of my stewardship, to provide you with an opportunity to judge me 
and to judge my action against thosepromises I made to you, and 
against those directives which you gave to me in November, 1952.

Six Years ago I told you I was not a "Me, too," Republican.
I said that I was not a Fair Deal Republican. I said that I was one 

who believed that all Republicans and all Democrats must practice 

in their personal and business lives those principles of honesty, 
integrity, devotion and thrift which all of us long to see re-estab

lished in our national government.
I said I was a Republican opposed to the Super-State, gigantic, 

bureaucratic centralized authority, whether it be administered by 

Democrats or Republicans.
I told you I was a Republican opposed to Communism, and 

particularly to the Communist inclined sympathizer, and Communist 
inclined policy makers, and their companion wishful thinkers who 

in the past have exercised far too much influence upon our stand 
in world problems. '

I said I was one Republican who gave more than lip service 

to a balanced budget. I told you I believed individuals and indi

vidual local government, city councils, county supervisors, and
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state legislatures, must re-assert their independence and their 

responsibility —  that we, the free people of this Nation must demand 
an end to government subsidies, deficit financing, and living beyond 
our income.

In the Congress, I have not been a "Me, too," Republican.
When conscience has demanded it, I have spoken out against the policies 

of my own Administration. I have fought for a balanced budget and 
that budget has been balanced for four of the five years of the 
Republican Administration and were it not for the dreadful urgencies 

of our international situation and the spendthrift attitude of the 
majority leaders of the Congress, I believe it would be balanced today.

I told you I was one Republican who believed we must re
establish our military capacity to defend this land against any 
threat of aggression. I have voted for military appropriations to 

implement that promise, and as a Reserve Officer in the Air Force, I 
have constantly devoted my best ability to acquire a greater under
standing of our military needs.

In this connection, may I review for you our progress in 

the re-establishment of our military capacity.
When the Republican Administration of Dwight D. Eisenhower 

took office, it inherited from the Truman regime a haphazard 

military establishment, enlarged under the emergency of the Korean 
War, Equipped with out-of-date weapons, struggling along with out
moded concepts of strategy, smarting under the uncertainty of blow 
hot - blow cold - political support from the Truman Administration.

We have survived a period of hysteria following the launching



of the first Russian satellite. Vfe have subjected our military 
establishment and our military commanders to great bursts of ill- 

informed public condemnation. We have witnessed partisan attempts by 
certain Democratic politicians to blame our apparent lagging behind 
in the missile race to a niggardly monetary policy of the Republican 
Administration,

Defense is not a partisan issue. It should never become a 
political football. Our military ability to protect our homes and 
families against any attack concerns every citizen.

In the past twelve months this issue has been injected into 

partisan politics.
Let's set the record straight.
In August of 19^6, the Democrat Administration, headed by 

Harry Truman, cut one billion dollars from funds appropriated to the 

War Department for fiscal 19^7« And, the biggest reduction was made 
in research on the missle program.

Then, Harry Truman arbitrarily ordered the Air Force groups 

to cut 58 to 48 and it might interest you to know that our then 
Junior Senator, Ernest McFarland, voted just as his boss told him 

to vote - for that reduction in military strength.
lit. General Donald L. Putt, Deputy Chief of Staff for develop

ment of the United States Air Force, told a Congressional Committee 
that in fiscal year 1950 the Air Force had no funds at all for millile 
research.

Little is to be gained by looking back into history and re
viewing the mistakes which have been made, but it is important, im-
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portant to the future existence of this Nation to know the sober 
facts of our posture of defense today.

The Strategic Air Conmand is completely equipped with jet 
bombers and constitutes the greatest military striking force in 

the world today.
I have flown with SAC crews and from personal observation and 

participation in their training exercises, I can tell you these men 
are trained to the razor’s edge. Their equipment is ready and armed.
At this very moment, pilots of SAC are in the air ready to strike 

the greatest retaliatory blow ever mounted in the world, should some 
aggressor be presumptions enough to launch an attack on the United 

• States of America.
Under the Republican Administration we have built and we now 

have in operation the only fleet of nuclear submarines in the world.

• In the past two months, two of these boats have demonstrated 
that the Polar Ice Cap is no longer a barrier to military retaliation 

against Russia by submarines.
I have sailed on the Nautilus and 1 know the temper and ability 

and determination and the courage of the men who man the most advanced 

undersea boat in the world.
Me have launched our own satellites into orbit. We have 

operational missiles in being.

I have been briefed by the Secretary of the Navy. I can tell 

you that we possess the capacity to station submarines around the 

European land mass and effectively launch missiles against most of 

the land area targets in Russia. I can tell you the ground forces



have been able to increase their fire power to an extent beyond the i 
most optimistic dreams of even ten years ago, and I can tell you 
there has been a constant and consistent effort by this administra
tion to produce this military power at the lowest cost possible to 
the taxpayer.

I can report to you that this administration has adopted the 

recommendations of the Cordiner Report to end the wasteful training 
and release of skilled men in the Armed Forces.

Senator Stuart Symington and Senator Barry Goldwater were 
the two sponsors of this legislation. As it was adopted by the Con- 

fress, it didn't go all the way, but is (sic) beneficial effects 
are being felt right now.

I can report of my stewardship that this administration has 
developed and exploited the power of the atom, both for was and for 
peace.

And I can join with you, expressing our humble gratitude to 
President Eisenhower who ended the Korean War and stopped that agony 
of death and destruction.

In the weeks between now and November 4, I shall expand this 
enumeration of the accomplishments of this administration. As to 
my personal stewardship, particularly in the last session of the 

Congress, may I report the Congress finally took action on legis
lation to provide tax relief for small businesses. I supported the 

.introduction of this legislation, I arranged for committee hearings 
to be held in Arizona, endwhile no final bill can ever, contain all 
that is desired by a single Senator, I am humble proud of having
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been privileged to work on this first step toward the re-establishment 
of individual responsibility, and the limitations'of Federal dictation,

I must report to you that I have voted against certain measures; 

that I have challenged my administration on its budget when that budget 
was, in my opinion, an inflationary measure demanding confiscatory 
taxes. I must report to you that I voted against foreign aid. The 

program which has cost the American taxpayer $108,000,000. Later on 
in this campaign, I will discuss in detail my objections to the 

Foreign Aid Program.
I voted for increased social security benefits for all cate

gories of recipients. This legislation also calls for increased social 

security taxes to finance these benefits.

Six years ago, you and I declared our opposition to Federal 

subsidy. President Eisenhower enlisted the assistance of Ezra Taft Ben

son, a man of principle and courage to serve as Secretary of Agriculture.
: The entrenched advocates of this government subsidy program 

have attacked Secretary Benson with every propaganda weapon in their 
arsenal, but today, the farmers of America are beginning to understand 
and to approve Mr. Benson* s proposals. After six years of effort, the 

omnibus farm bill passed by the 85th Congress marks the first step 
toward returning to the farmer his independence.

The cotton provisions of this omnibus bill were contained in 
the Goldwater Amendment offered in the 85th Congress in June, 1958.

The law provides for acreage increases up to 40% at the option of 

individual farmers and, last week. Secretary Benson offered farmers 

an opportunity to increase their acreage by the full 40%.
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This means that those cotton farmers who return to the principle 

of personal initiative end private enterprise will be growing cotton 
for the open market without the interference of the Federal Government* 

Later on in this campaign I shall discuss in detail the farm situation.
In too many campaigns the issues are deliberately obscured 

by candidates who resort to personal invective, by spokesmen for one 
side or the other who appeal to greed and envy; by office-hungry men 
who promise something for nothing to everybody.

It is important that every voter should understand the real 

issues and I courteously invite Governor McFarland to appear with me 

on the platform or on my radio and T.V. time, so that v/e may seriously 

debate the issues at stake in this election of 1958*
There are the issues I invite Governor McFarland to discuss ■ 

with me in your presence: •
Now, as we begin this campaign, ve find the voters of Arizona 

bombarded by spokesmen for the old Truman - New Deal, Fair Deal gang, 
urging us to send Mac back.

Do we want to go back with Mac to the economic tinkering of the 
Truman Fair Deal?

Do we want to go back with Mac to another Korean War?

A war which he callously described, in Cooldige, Arizona, 

as a cheap war arid desirable because it was responsible for our „ 
economic prosperity?

Do we want to go back with.Mac to more subsidies and more 
foreign aid and higher taxes?

When we were back with Mac we had a man in the Senate who voted
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for every tax increase and every spending measure, and in four years 

with Ifec as Governor of the State of Arizona, the average of the State 

Tax Rate has risen from 91# for the prior four years to $1,28 - a more 

than 40% increase under the leadership of Ernest McFarland,
I might add that in these four years, Arizona was experiencing 

the greatest growth in assessed valuation we have ever known.
Do we want to go back with Mac to increasing Federal inter

ference in. our daily lives?

Do we want to go back with Mac to that cronyism which dis

tinguished his years in the Senate?
Do we want to go back with Mac to an administration of crisis 

and confusion?

I believe the people of Arizona and of the United States 

want to go forward, not backward,. I believe the people of the United 

States want to recapture their own independence, re-establish personal 
responsibility— reduce and limit the concentration of power, and once 
more, work out their own destiny,— as a free people moving forward 

toward a common objective of peace with dignity, prosperity with 
honor, and responsible citizenship,

Ify opponent in this campaign boasts that he is for Arizona first. 
His billboards say that Arizona comes first with him. Every man and 
woman and child who works and lives in Arizona is part of our State, 

Everything that we hold dear is bound up in this growing prosperous 

State of ours and what effects Arizona effects you— and it also 

effects me. For all that I have is linked with the progress of 

this State,
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"hen I was sworn in as a member of the United States Senate,

I took an oath to serve and protect the Constitution of the United S 

States. I committed myself to serve the welfare and the future of 
all the States. With me, the United States of America and the 
Constitution comes first, ahead of any sectional interest. The 
freedom and the future of the people of America is first in my heart 
and in my loyalty, without the protection of the Constitution, 
there would be no States, no freedom, no future.



TELEVISION BROADCAST
Senator Barry Goldwater Oaxapnign 1958 "Oompulsory Unionism"
ANNOUNOEF: i Here is energetic, courageous, nationally-acclaimed 
United States Senator Barry Goldwater*

GOLCWATERi Fellow Arizonans, let's lay the cards on the table. Let's 
face the bitter truth and try to understand it. Dictatorial union 
bosses with headquarters in Washington or Detroit or New York, men 
who've grown rich and powerful by extorting money from the pay envelopes 
of the wage—earners of America, are determined to eliminate Senator 

Barry Goldwater on November 4th.
Now, these men hate me because I am opposed to compulsory 

unionism. That's a term we've all heard used many times, but to my 
amazement, I still find people here in Arizona who ask me what do you 

mean by compulsory unionism.
This is what I mean. A Jimmy Hoffa, or a Dave Beck, or a Johnny

Dio or a Walter Reuther, or an Emil Razey enters the office of a plant
• ■ .owner or manager* They demand that the boss sign a union contract

and compel all of his employees to join ttemion and pay dues to them.
If the boss is reluctant to force his employees to join a 

union, they threaten to.destroy .the business. The promise to picket 

the plant with outside paid picketers. They say they'll stbp trucks 
from making deliveries or pick-ups, and by threatening force and eco

nomic retaliation, the Jimmy Hoffas have,in too many cases, been able 
to force the employer to give in, to surrender the independence of his 

employees to the dictation of the union bosses.
Have you read about the violence in Tennessee where the

92
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Teamsters Union used hired thugs and goons to destroy the independent 

truckers who wouldn't force their drivers to join the union.

I've heard about it. I've heard thousands of words of testimony 

before the McClellan Rackets Committee. I've heard American citizens 
pleading for protection against the power of the union bosses.

Here in America we don't make a man join a"church and put a 
percentage of his income in the collection plate. We don't force a 
man to join a fraternal order and pay his dues each month. We don't 
force a man to be either a Republican or a Democrat, or to live in 

Maine or in California, or Florida or Arizona, but in the past twenty 
years, the unions have attained such a position of unrestricted power 
•that they can force men'to join a union and pay dues.

Now this is compulsory unionism. This is what I'm fighting.

I have no quarrel with the honest labor union, or the honest labor 

leader. One of the reasons the people of Arizona sometimes find it 
difficult to realize the violence and power of union leaders in other 
states is because we are relatively free of this kind of compulsion*

I say men should be free to join a labor union any time they 
want to, but I also say they should not be forced to join a labor 
union in order to hold a job and earn a living for their families*

Now, because I have fought against the racketeers in unions, 
and against corruption, and against misuse of union funds, the bosses 
call me anti-labor. They tell you Barry Goldwater is against the unions.

I am not against the unions, but I am against graft and corrup

tion and compulsion. I am against violence, and I shall continue to 

fight for the rights of the individual working man —  for his right
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to know how his dues money will be spent —  for his right to cast a 

secret ballot for the election of a union official —  for his right to 
remove a corrupt or dishonest union boss — for his right to know 

where the money is which he has paid in to welfare and pension funds.
They don't want anyone to challenge their right to collect six 

or seven-hundred-million dollars a year and spend it as they please.
They don't want Goldwater or anybody else upsetting their yachts and 

their penthouses, and their European vacations, and right now, here in 

Arizona, they are using a part of that money to spread the untruth 

that Barry Goldwater is fighting the best interests of the union worker.

You be the judge of that. You ask yourself is you think its 
right for someone to force you to take money our of your pay envelope 
which rightfully should be spent for your families to support the 

Jimmy Hoffas and the Becks and the Johnny Dios and all the rest of 
the union bosses.

• You ask yourself whether you agree.with compulsory unionism.
I'll tell you where I stand. I oppose it and I'll continue to oppose 
it./

I thank you.
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